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Schools not
pleased with
prayer ruling
CARLISLE, Ky. (AP) —
Some Kentucky school and
religious officials are chatting
under a U.S. Supreme Court
ruling outlawing student prayers
before football games.
The traditional public prayer
before Ballard County High
School football games will likely continue despite the court
ruling, said a spokesman for
the district.
"We live in a fairly conservative area, and we have a
tradition of praying before every
game. If someone complains,
then we'll have to reconsider,"
said district spokesman Chandler Case.
A public prayer is said at
Ballard before games asking
for protection of the players.
And in McCracken County,
school superintendent Tim
Heller said his district will follow the ruling, but only to a
point.
"Any prayer that's led by a
student will not be stopped by
us," Heller said. "A student-led
prayer is still a student-led
prayer."
The U.S. Supreme Court
ruled June 19 that public school
districts cannot let students
lead stadium crowds in prayer
before high school football
games. The high court ruled
in a Texas case that prayer
delivered over a public address
system violates the constitutionally required separation of
government and religion.

Lawmaker to
gain from
road town
doesn't need
LONDON. Ky (AP) — Town
officials didn't ask for the road
in his home/own. but state Sen.
Albert Robinson pushed for it
anyway
Now as a real estate agent,
he is selling land alongside the
road that will connect Ky 192
Bypass and Meyers Baker Road
behind a Wal-Mart and stands
to gain financially from his legislative efforts
Robinson. a London Republican, is selling the 22 acres
after approaching the state
Transportation Cabinet to shepherd a S300,000 grant to the
city to build the road.
"There was nothing unethical, illegal," he said "There
was nothing clandestine ... It's
a great move and a golden
opportunity for the city of London and the county of Laurel.Robinson said he will not
take a commission until developers recover their investment
of up to $5 million
Robinson said the street will
ease traffic congestion there.
Robinson "came to the city
asking that the city participate
in building the streets, and the
City Council agreed to do that
only if it would be no cost to
the city." Mayor Ken Smith said.
"It's nice to have this street.
But it was absolutely not a
high priority for the city," said
Bruce Yandell, a councilman
at the time.
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5 mph
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TVA meets record demand
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
This spring's construction of
eight new gas turbines helped the
Tennessee Valley Authority meet
an all-time high demand for electricity last week when the power
demand from TVA's 8 million consumers reached 28,970 megawatts.
The record was set Wednesday
at 5 p.m. CDT as average temperatures across the seven-state Tennessee Valley reached 95 degrees.

The previous highest power demand day, but apparently they handled
was 28,295 megawatts on July 30, the load just fine," said Mayfield
1999.
office manager Ron Mays of the
But with those new turbines West Kentucky Rural Electric Coopproviding 680 megawatts of capac- erative Corporation.
ity, as well as TVA's addition of
Mays said that TVA uses a
new power lines and equipment series of conservation levels to work
to its transmission system, Mur- with its 159 local municipal and
ray and Calloway County residents cooperative utilities in addressing
were able to beat the heat in style. problems with high power demand.
"We were put on alert Tuesday In addition, large businesses and
that (TVA) expected to reach a factories that have interruptible
peak between Tuesday and Thurs- power agreements with TVA could

be asked by TVA to cut down on
power usage without notifying the
local utility.
"When they hit their peak last
year, they asked us to do some
cutting back. but I'm not aware
that they asked us to do that this
time," Mays said of TVA, the
nation's largest public, self-financed
power producer, which has plans
for additional gas turbine construction in 2001 and 2002.
"TVA's handled these peaks

probably better than anyone in the
country."
Power demand in the TVA region
is growing at nearly 3 percent
annually, and the current demand
is expected to remain high until
the temperatures become more
moderate across the valley.
"What might have an effect
here is if during this time, one of
TVA's generating plants were to

See Page 2

Clinton's
finale opens
Democrats'
convention

nomics and two graduate degrees, one
in public policy, the other a master's
degree in international relations.
His next step, though, would take
him even further away from the place
he called home for so many years.
"When I got out of grad school, I
was selected for a presidential management intern program," Adams said. "I
was selected through a competitive process
and moved to Washington."
Adams said the intern program would
rotate a group of interns through vari-

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Boasting of prosperity
and trying to erase the vestiges of scandal, Democrats open their change-of-command convention Monday with a farewell address by President Clinton.
The rest of the week belongs to Al Gore.
The Clinton valedictory stretches over 14 hours
at the security-fenced Democratic National Convention, the main event a prime time television address
to say that his campaign promises have been kept
and Gore's will be too.
Clinton says Gore would keep building prosperity for all Americans, and Republican nominee George
W. Bush would not. "If people know the difference
in what's in our vision for the future and what
we're going to build on and what they intend to
dismantle, do you have any doubt what the decision will be?" he asked the Democratic National
Committee on Sunday. "Of course you don't."
As more than 4,300 delegates gathered, police,
working 12-hour shifts, braced for the threat of
heightened protests during the four days of the convention. A first wave of demonstrators, some 3,500
of them, marched on the convention hall Sunday,
shouting and chanting their way to the protest area
outside the Staples Center. Ten-foot chain-link fences
walled them from the convention hall and legions
of police, some of them in riot gear, kept them in
the court-ordered protest zone.
Gore was slowly making his way to his convention city, stopping Monday at former President
Harry Truman's hometown outside Kansas City to
mark the 65th anniversary of the Social Security
system and tout his own proposals to expand Medicare.
He was being joined there by running mate Joseph
Lieberman.
The polls of voter preference rate Bush the leader
12 weeks before the Nov. 7 elections, by margins
that ranged from 3 percentage points in one survey
released Sunday to 16 in another. A CNN-USA
Today-Gallup Poll gave Bush 55 percent, Gore 39.
during the week between the Democratic and Republican national conventions. A Wall Street JournalNBC poll showed 44 percent for Bush, 41 for Gore.
That's where Democratic Party chairman Joe
Andrew said Gore needs to be after this convention

II See Page 2
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LEAN INTO IT...A local rider negotiates a banked 180-degree turn during races Saturday at the BMX
Calloway dirt bike track at Murray-Calloway County Park while five fellow competitors watch. BMX Calloway will host its third session of state qualifying races Saturday, with races beginning at 2 p.m. following registration at noon.

Local man among Bush advisers
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
When George W. Bush sits down to

map out his campaign strategy, he has
a piece of Murray, Ky., in the room
with him - literally.
Murray native Tim Adams has been
involved in some capacity with the Bush
campaign since April 1998. He is now
getting ready to undertake the task of
serving as vice presidential candidate
Dick Cheney's top policy adviser.
"There's a policy shop here, and I
work on a variety of issues," Brown
said last week during a telephone interview conducted from his office in Austin,

Texas. "I will probably be traveling with
him (Cheney) in the future."
Born at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital in 1961,Adams spent his entire
pre-collegiate life in Murray, graduating
from Murray High School in 1979. His
parents, Nolan Adams and Judy AdamsFortenberry, were Murray residents until
their deaths.
"I don't get back there too much,"
Adams said. "Since my parents' passing, I haven't made it into Murray very
much. I miss Murray. It's a great town."
Adams went on from MHS to the.
University of Kentucky, where he earned
an undergraduate degree in finance/eco-

Owsley County next
up for wet-dry vote
BOONEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — dent of the Owsley County MinLegalizing alcohol sales would help isterial Association, said opponents
Owsley County dig out from years of alcohol sales can't rely on hisof severe economic depression, tory.
advocates say. Opponents argue
"If we just sit back and don't
the only residents who would see say anything, it will go through,"
more money would be the ones he said.
Area churches have divided up
selling the booze.
Owsley County, consistently one the phone book and are making
of the nation's poorest counties, calls to garner support for a dry
will hold its second wet-dry vote vote.
"There are more people getting
in four years on Tuesday. The
county has been dry since 1936 killed by alcohol than are getting
and voters kept it that way by a killed by guns in this county, but
no one will do anything about it,"
930-713 vote in 1996.
This time around, the campaign he said. "I don't know why you'd
from both sides has been a quiet want to legalize something you
affair. No signs supporting either know will cause problems down
platform could be seen in the road."
Wet supporters say the dry forces
Booneville or the surrounding area
are overreacting.
last week.
"I think some people are try"You don't hardly hear it mentioned," said Bruce C. Harvey, a ing to make alcohol out to be the
retired Booneville resident w114). devil, but I don't think so," said
Dennis Campbell. "I think there's
wants the county to stay dry.
Several Kentucky communities some good in it."
According to government studhave had wet-dry votes in recent
years but 75 of the state's 120 ies, more than half of Owsley's
counties still ban legal alcohol sales. 5,800 residents live below the
If Owsley goes wet, it would be poverty line, and a 1996 state
the first county to do so since study found that 55 percent of its
nearby Wolfe County in 1991.
But Jerry Lacefield, the presi- •See Page 2
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HAVE A SEAT...Two of the 132 children registered at the World's Biggest Baby Shower Saturday kicked back in child safety seats at the University Church of Christ. About
300 people attended the event, including 22 expectant mothers. Of the 90 car seats
checked by the state Transportation Cabinet's Drive Smart Kentucky technicians, 51
had to be replaced. The event featured informational booths, exhibits and door prizes
geared for parents of children ages 0-4.
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go down," said Murray Electric System Superintendent Tony Thompson, who added that weather of a
different kind has provided the
only troubles for the system's 7,000
Customers.

"So far, TVA has not had any
problems with their system in terms
of meeting the demand. Murray
Electric has had some problems
with the number of storm cells
that have come in, but the system has responded well to the
increased use of air conditioners."
Mays and Thompson advised
several ways to conserve electricity — and money — while remaining comfortable:
• turn off all electricity in unused
rooms to eliminate heat;
• keep the thermostat consistently
set between 78-80 degrees and use
ceiling fans or portable fans to
increase circulation;
• keep outside doors closed as
much as possible and close curtains or blinds on windows facing the sun; and
• try to use major appliances
such as washing machines and
dishwashers at night to decrease
the amount of strain that is often
placed on air conditioners during
the peak hours of 4-9 p.m.
"With air blowing across your
skin, 80 degrees feels cooler than
it really is," Thompson said. "You
also want to keep your doors
closed as much as possible to keep
the cool air in and limit your use
of major appliances during the
evening hours."

• Vote ...
From Page 1
adults were neither working nor
looking for work.
The population has grown by
an average of one person a year
over the last 40 years.
Even alcohol sales supporters
acknowledge that a pro-wet vote
won't turn such numbers around
overnight. But many of them look
north to Wolfe County as an example of what could happen.
Wolfe, which is slightly more
populous than Owsley and has the
advantage of the Mountain Parkway, has had many of the same
economic problems as Owsley.
Wolfe County Clerk Kenneth
Lindon said going wet did have

ous Washington offices and departments. One of his stops landed
him in the White House, which
was then under the administration
of former president George Bush.
"I worked for his (George W.
Bush's) father in the Bush White
House as an economist and a policy adviser," Adams said.
While at the White House,
Adams became friends with Gary
Lindsey, who is now serving as
George W.'s chief economic adviser.
"When Gov. Bush tapped him
(Lindsey) to be his top economic
adviser, he asked that I join in
and help out," Adams said.
Adams now lives in Austin with
his wife, Jennifer, and 6-monthold daughter, Tindell Elizabeth.
When asked what the next stage
of the Bush campaign will bring
for him, Adams laughed and said
"less sleep."
"Once we get past Labor Day,
it will be a non-stop tour of the
nation," Adams said. We've got
89 days to go, and I will probably be on the road 50 of those
days. That doesn't make my wife
very happy, with a 6-month-old
and all."
Adams said a typical day in
the Bush camp will begin at 6
a.m. and sometimes not conclude
until midnight or after. Much of
that time is spent, he said, on
perusing ongoing events of the
day and bringing the candidates
up to speed.
"It's sort of making them aware
about what's going on in the world

and making them aware very quickly," Adams said.
Although Adams said most of
the remaining months of the campaign will be about "lots of confetti and balloons," he said the
Bush campaign will continue to
focus on the issues of tax cuts,
education and Social Security
reform and military readiness.
"We're going to be very aggressive about talking about policies
and issues," Adams said. -That's

been a hallmark of this campaign."
Even though he no longer makes
his home in Murray, Adams said
he still tries to bring his upbringing with him to every situation
that might arise.
"I try to take the values I was
raised with ... and I try to put
myself in the shoes of somebody
living in Murray," he said. "Those
are the principles and values I try
to convey to Gov. Bush."

• Clinton's ...

After more than 20 appearances,
there was some backstage grumends in a shower of balloons and
bling that the president was grabconfetti on Thursday, in a statis- bing too much attention at the
tical tie, within the pollsters' mar- expense of Gore and his running
gin of error.
mate.
John Podesta, Clinton's chief
"It's not a problem," William
of staff, said the president will do Daley, Gore's campaign chairman,
whatever Gore thinks would be said on CBS. "The convention is
helpful to his campaign. Podesta
Al Gore's Tuesday through Thurssaid in an AP interview that it is day."
Clinton's "moment to get off the
Gore arrives Wednesday, the
stage" and turn it over to his vice day the nomination he clinched
president.
more than five months ago will
That transition always is a chalbe made formal by convention
lenge when the man who has been
vote.
No. 2, Gore's role for eight years,
He inherits the prospering econis nominated to take over. Gore omy, a plus, but also the possisaid in an AP interview in Cleveble liability of lingering weariness
land that the process has evolved
at the scandal and impeachment
over the course of the final year.
that embroiled Clinton in the Mon"It reaches its crescendo at the
ica Lewinsky affair.
time of the convention and after
After the president stirred the
the convention," he said.
subject with an emotional, perClinton wasn't rushing it. He was
sonal confessional to a conference
meeting with Hispanic and then
of clergymen last week, Bush made
Black Democrats, then appearing
a campaign topic of it, challengat a forum of international leading Gore to declare his differences
ers here for the convention, before
with Clinton.
his speech at 7:30 p.m. Los Ange"I think that he is trying to
les time, prime time in the East.
make a campaign about something
a noticeably positive economic Hillary Rodham Clinton, who has the American people don't want
been raising funds and touching
impacts.
this campaign to be about," Gore
Democratic
bases for her Senate
Celestica, a circuit board mansaid. The vice president said he
ufacturing firm, came to Campton campaign in New York, is speak- has served "according to the highin 1994 and brought more than ing first.
est values, and I will continue to
Then it is on to a Democratic
250 jobs. Lindon said legal sales
that."
do
in Wolfe County helped in the Party dinner at Paramount Studios
Lieberman
was the first Senate
for another Clinton speech, folsales pitch.
lowed by a convention party on Democrat to publicly rebuke Clin-"It was one of the first ques- the back lot, expected to draw ton, in September 1998, in a speech
cited at each of his five televitions they asked," Lindon said.
about 10,000 people.
sion talk show stops Sunday. To
However, the presence of alcoFinally, close to midnight, Clinthe suggestion that his early rebuff
hol sales apparently wasn't enough ton
is going to a party for cur- would
help the ticket, he said
to keep the company around.
rent and former White House "well,
if it does, fine.
Celestica announced it was clos- staffers.
"Because ... the Republicans
ing the factory in April and movOn Tuesday, after five days in seem to be campaigning
mostly
ing the jobs elsewhere.
the convention city — longer than
Lindon said alcohol sales pro- Gore will be here — Clinton leaves against a guy who is not on the
vide some retail jobs at local stores town, to meet the vice president ballot this year," Lieberman said
on NBC,"not on his record, because
and bring about $3,450 each year in Monroe, Mich., for a symbolthe record is so great, but because
banner.
political
to the county in license fees. ic passing of the
of the personal mistakes that he
made. And that's not fair to Al
Gore."
When the vice president declared
his candidacy, he said Clinton's conduct in the Lewinsky affair had been
inexcusable, and that the president
had lied to him as he had to
everyone else. Clinton was said
to have resented that.
But there were no open breaks
between the two men, and the
reported friction was the exception. Gore was the loyalist who
never backed off his statement on
impeachment day in 1998 that
Clinton would be regarded "as one
of our greatest presidents."
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Swollen ankles?
Get relief with
Joint Legvirear!
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Fq Help reduce swelling
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[-Wr Improve blood flow
y Revitalize your legs
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Farmer turns to
worms for profit
cial Venniculture."
Brown's business is housed in a
2,400-square-foot greenhouse that
holds some 50 plywood bins. Each
bin contains bedding made of manure and peat moss and can turn
out about 100 pounds of worms a
month when properly maintained.
The worms, fed carefully measured cracked shell corn and rotten
hay about every three days, can
double their population every
month and a half, Brent Brown
said.
Once a month, the worms are
harvested. The Browns created a
tumbler that sifts dirt and eggs from
the worms, which grow to nearly 2
inches long.
The worms, Brent Brown said,
are mostly clean and disease free.
"It sounds pretty icky, I know,
but it's way cleaner than you
think," said Brent Brown, who still
raises grain and has a few beef cattle. "The trick is keeping the bedding clean and not overfeeding. If
Brown, who started the venture you overfeed, you attract mites and
with his son, Brent, 21, with about ants."
70,000 red worms last November,
The Browns have contracted to
is planning to expand his operation sell their worms to an Oklahomato include distribution of worms based company that markets and
and organic fertilizer. Brent Brown, distributes the worms to composta Central Hardin High School ers, fertilizer businesses, landfills
graduate who manages the opera- and sewage treatment plants and
tion, hopes to sell organic fertilizer, for fishing. About 90 percent of the
enriched in the nutrient-packed ex- worms are used for composting.
crement of worms, to organic garBrent Brown said the operation,
deners, nurseries and landscapers.
which calls for little maintenance
"When I first saw an ad about other than temperature control, will
this, I thought it was a joke," Brent allow him to have more free time
Brown said. "But that first pay- and to spend more time with his facheck wiped the grin right off my ther.
face. People tease me about it, but I
"I had absolutely no desire to be
laugh all the way to the bank."
a dairy farmer. I grew up on a farm.
Vermiculture, most popular in and I've seen the worry and the
California, is becoming an increas- stress that comes with that," he
ingly popular venture as cities look said. "You can never leave the
for ways to reduce landfill and sew- farm. Those cows have to be fed
age waste and as the demand for twice a day, 365 days a year, no
chemical-free fertilizer increases, break. This way, I can be my own
said Peter Bogdanov, director of boss, we can leave and go on trips
VermiCo and author of "Commer- for days at a time."
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP)
— As a 30-year Kentucky farmer,
John Brown has been able to worm
his way out of sticky situations in
order for his business to survive.
So when income from his farm
started to plunge, it should have
been no surprise that he, well,
wormed his way out of dairy farming.
Literally.
Brown's new profession, vermiculture — worm farming — allows him to continue making his
living from the soil by producing
some 5,000 pounds of worms a
month.
The future of worm farming is a
lot more promising than milking
cows and raising tobacco these
days. Making about seven dollars
per 1,000 worms, the Glendale
farmer stands to make a small fortune off the creepy, crawly creatures, especially when he expands
the business later this summer.

Convention demonstrators
protest under tight security
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Several thousand protesters took their
various causes to the streets on the
eve of the Democratic National
Convention under unusually tight
security.
There were no major incidents
in a city swarming with officers —
many in riot gear — and patrolled
by squad cars, motorcycles, horses
and helicopters.
But delegates arriving Sunday
seemed taken aback by the heavy
police presence and security precautions including a 12-foot-tall
fence separating the official protest
area from the Staples Center convention hall.
"It's very obvious. The fence,
and the guard dogs. And you see a
lot of cops," said Mary Ray, a firsttime delegate from Carmel, Ind.
In the day's biggest protest,

CLARIFICATION
In Friday's Ledger & Times, a
front-page photo cutline listed
David Parker as owner of Parker
Ford. He is a co-owner with John
and Joe Parker.

NOTICE
The hydrants in the DexterAlmo Water District will be flushed
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday.
For more information, call 7539101.

DIJICK

more than 3,500 noisy marchers demanding freedom for a death row
inmate ended their demonstration
outside the convention site by frolicking in a cooling shower of water, courtesy of the Fire Department.
The midday protest in support of
Mumia Abu-Jamal, on death row
for killing a Philadelphia police officer in 1981, began in Pershing
Square and went 12 blocks through
the city's jewelry district.
Shop owners rolled down metal
shutters over their storefronts as the
marchers, accompanied by a Latin
band, passed through. Shoppers
scampered from the sidewalks. Police in black riot helmets with face
shields blocked off streets not on
the authorized parade route.
The only arrest reported by midnight took place toward the end of
the Mumia protest, unnoticed by
many in the crowd.
Police said 10 to 15 people,
most wearing black clothes with
black bandanas over their faces,
were spotted climbing on the chain
link security fence. Officers arrested one of them, Daniel Katz
Woutat, 18, of Long Beach and
booked him for felony vandalism
for allegedly making holes in the
fence.
Elsewhere around the city, labor
groups, environmentalists and others staged demonstrations in hopes
of grabbing the attention of some of
the thousands ofjournalists here for
the convention.
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Gore to tackle issues in Kentucky
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- A
straight-talking New Yorker chosen
director of Al Gore's campaign in
Kentucky says he doesn't want to
duck the tough issues.
Nick Allard said Gore has the
advantage over George W. Bush on
national issues, but said he wants
an upfront discussion about tobacco
and coal — two of Gore's biggest
vulnerabilities in Kentucky — and
ways to help both industries.
"We're not going to get by with
sort of a wavable wand," Allard
said in an interview. "We're going
to have to address things that Kentuckians really care about, and
we're going to do it."
As state director, the upstate
New York native will be in charge
of much of the day-to-day operations of the Kentucky campaign.
Allard is a former staff member to
Sens. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,

and Daniel Patrick Moynihan, DN.Y.
Allard was formally introduced
to Kentucky's delegates to the
Democratic National Convention
after they had finished picking over
a massive buffet Sunday night at
the elegant California Yacht Club.
He was so new to the job that
Gov. Paul Patton couldn't recall his
last name.
Patton figures to play a significant role in the Kentucky campaign. Allard said the Gore campaign will give serious review to
Patton's proposals to offer relief to
tobacco farmers and the coal industry.
Patton has advised Gore to reach
out to farmers by advocating a buyout of tobacco production quotas.
Patton also pitched an idea to Gore
to help the coal industry, but he
hasn't offered specifics.

Bush has been in Kentucky
more than Gore in the past year,
causing complaints among some
Democrats. Allard said Gore will
be in Kentucky during the fall campaign.
"I have a high expectation that
at the end of the day, nobody in
Kentucky is going to think anything but that this is a very important state," he said.
State Democratic Party Chairwoman Nicki Patton said the Gore
campaign is sending three staff
members to Kentucky.
She said the Gore campaign's
presence isn't coming too late. She
noted that most state campaign
teams are being assembled the
week after the convention.
"Kentucky is very much in
play," she said.

Strike extends into second week
WASHINGTON (AP) - Thousands of technicians and operators
for Verizon Communications entered their second week on strike
Sunday, leaving consumers in the
Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states
saddled with more delays in telephone repair and installations.
Talks between Verizon, the region's leading provider of local
service, and two unions remained
tangled over issues including mandatory overtime and the shifting of
workloads within the company's
expanded territory. Verizon is the
product of a summer marriage between GTE and Bell Atlantic.
The strike affects 25 million
consumers in the old Bell Atlantic
territory, which stretches from
Maine to Virginia.
Early Sunday, the company offered what it called a "revised comprehensive offer" to the Communications Workers of America and
the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers.
Calling the contract negotiations
a "two-way street," Verizon
spokesman Eric Rabe asserted that
the package responds to problems
the union had found with earlier
company offers.
"We now believe we have gone
a good distance down that road,"
Rabe said Sunday."We continue to
believe we've got the right package
here."
Discussions resumed, mostly on

an informal basis, as the unions reviewed the updated proposal.
CWA officials said later, however, that the company still has not
answered their most pressing issues
adequately.
"Verizon really has not addressed these critical issues," said
CWA spokeswoman Candice Johnson."We still have a lot of ground
to cover."
More than a week has passed
since contracts expired for 87,000
workers. The company's 30,000
managers have jumped in to tackle
a daily running total of 90,000 repair orders, a problem exacerbated
because of inclement weather in
parts of the Northeast.
For example, heavy rains, which
can cause serious damage to the
phone network, boosted repair requests during the weekend in New
Jersey, Rabe said.
Despite the strike dragging into
a second week, the company says it
will not call in federal mediators so
long as the parties make some progress in their talks.
On hurdles that remain, the unions say the company's policy of
requiring overtime severely disrupts workers' family lives, particularly employees who are single
parents. The unions also fear the
addition of GTE territory to Bell
Atlantic's Northeast and Middle
Atlantic base will make it possible

for the company to shift work to areas where labor is cheaper.
Verizon says stringent hiring
standards and a tight labor market
make it difficult to add new workers. Flexibility in vacation policies
that let union workers take days off
with minimal notice also means the
company needs to have others fill
in, Rabe said.
He also insisted that union
workers should not worry about job
security. They have significant
guarantees already, he said, and the
company is constantly adding positions. It has increased its union-represented work force by 3,000 this
year alone, he said.
The strike affects Delaware,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia
and Washington, D.C.
On the Net: Verizon Communications: http://www.verizon.com
Communications Workers of
America: http://www.cwaunion.org
International Brotherhood of
Electrical
Workers:
http://www.ibew.org
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POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Jason W. Owen, 19, of Diuguid Drive, has been charged with seconddegree assault and first-degree wanton endangerment in connection with
an Aug. 6 incident in which two Dexter residents were hit by his vehicle.
Owen was arrested Saturday on two Calloway District Court warrants
charging him with the offenses, as well as two warrants charging him with
contempt of court failure to pay. He remained in the Calloway County Jail
Monday morning in lieu of a $10,000 cash bond.
• A sheriffs deputy arrested John D. Norrell, 46,of Paris, Tenn., Friday
night after allegedly approaching the deputy at Wal-Mart on North 12th
Street and telling him he (Norrell) had been drinking, then resisting arrest.
Norrell failed several sobriety tests, tried to run twice and fought with the
deputy as he was being arrested. He was charged alcohol intoxication, disorderly conduct and resisting arrest. He was also served a district court
warrant charging him with failure to appear to answer a charge of having
no insurance.
• Jerry Duke, 28, of South Fourth Street, was served Friday afternoon
with a district court warrant charging him with being a fugitive from justice.
•Carlie Staples, 39, of Doran Road, was served Saturday morning with
a district court warrant charging him with being a fugitive from justice. At
the same time, Carlie A. Staples III, 20, of the same address, was served a
warrant charging him with contempt of court for failure to pay a public defender fee.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
•Firefighters were sent to a fire on Rendezvous Lane that was reported
by two 911 calls Sunday morning. Three firefighters in two trucks found a
smoldering brush pile when they arrived at the David Robinson residence.
Murray Fire Department
• Four firefighters in two trucks put out a fire in a Dumpster by Circus
Skate on U.S. 641 North Friday night.

Officials laud weekend
construction project
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Transportation officials say an experimental construction project that
shut down northbound Interstate 65
for the weekend reached its Monday morning deadline ahead of
schedule.
The closure for the $3.4 million
project began at 9 p.m. EDT Friday. Workers spent the weekend replacing and resealing 52 expansion
joints on bridges between the Watterson Expressway and the socalled "Spaghetti Junction" south
of the Kennedy Bridge. Several
patches of highway were also repatched.
"It went better than expected.
We just didn't have any snafus at
all," said transportation spokeswoman Terri Giltner.
The project was scheduled to
end Monday at 6 a.m., but work
crews finished the job by 5 a.m.
Rather than stretch the major
restoration project over three
months, with long lines of frustrated motorists squeezing between
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barriers, officials asked the contractor, Gohman Asphalt and Construction, to get it done in a single weekend.
Giltner said 200 construction
workers worked in two shifts
around the clock to finish the project. Another 45 Transportation
Cabinet workers were also on hand
to monitor the work and make other
small repairs to the roadway.
The southbound lanes will be
closed from 9 p.m. Sept. 15 to 6
a.m. Sept. 18 for similar repairs.
This approach to road construction had never been tried in Kentucky before and the experiment
will be examined closely, Giltner
said. It may be used next year to
make repairs of the Interstate 64
tunnels ' in Louisville's east end,
Giltner said.
The only problems reported this
weekend were anticipated bottlenecks where traffic was diverted on
Interstate 264 west at the 'Sherman
Minton Bridge.
"We learned a lot about traffic
Management," Giltner said.

Parents
plea for
daughter
HOPKINSVILLE. Ky. kAP) —
The parents of a missing 10-month
old girl made an impassioned plea
Saturday for their daughter's safe
return.
Joseph Lee Melancon told police
that his daughter. Emily Rose, disappeared early Friday morning
while he and his wife, Kristi, were
sleeping upstairs.
Melancon said the couple last
saw the girl at 12:30 a.m. as she
lay asleep on the living room floor.
He told police the couple went
upstairs to go to sleep a short
time later, and when they awoke
at 6:30 a.m.. the baby was gone.
"We won't ask any questions.
We just want answers." Kristi
Melancon told reporters on the
back steps of her apartment on
Saturday. "Please bring .our Emily
home. We beg of you. We have
no peace without her."
Joseph Melancon said the back
door of their home was standing
partially open when they discovered the baby was missing, police
said. No evidence of forced entry
was discovered, police said.
An investigator with a bloodhound was called to the scene,
but no trace of the girl was found.
The couple have two other children, both boys, ages 2 and 5.
The baby's disappearance is
being treated as "very suspicious,"
said Hopkinsville police spokesman
Mike Wood. Investigators were
still collecting clues and conducted several interviews on Saturday.
he said.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
1-4-9
Pick 4:
5-4-7-4
Cash 5:
3-6-7-24-30
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ALL SALES FINAL
New Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Sun. 12:00 p.m.-6:0o 1).m.

Across from MSU Stadium
Hwy.641 South
Murray, Kentucky

•NO HOLDS
•NO RAINCHECKS
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Payments not doing much
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — By
the end of this year, Kentucky
tobacco farmers will have received
about $485 million for doing
approximately nothing.
Between money from the federal government for "disaster" losses and settlements with the tobacco companies, the checks will have
arrived without a single farmer
ever having to hoe a single row,
cut a single leaf or hang a single
stick.
The total is nearly what might
be expected to be paid for this year's
real crop.
It's almost like welfare for the
tobacco growing industry and —
like welfare — sooner or later,
someone is liable to start asking
whether the payments are really
being used by the recipients to
become productive citizens.
According to the Farm Service
Agency. there are 122,071 farms
with tobacco quotas this crop year.
Of that total, an estimated 63,570
of them lease their entire quota
to someone else to grow.
More than a third of the entire
basic quota this year will be leased
to real growers by the owners of
the quotas.
Yet there are a number of socalled tobacco farmers who don't
grow any tobacco at all.
For them, the payments are free
money.
They got the quota with the property they own.
They invest nothing more, plant
nothing, harvest nothing.
Yet under the terms of the payment programs, they got essentially a third of the money.

The remainder was divided
among the owners of the property where the tobacco was grown
and the actual growers.
There were no strings attached.
There are no incentives to use the
money for anything in particular.
While the stated objectives may
have included helping farmers
diversify and wean themselves off
tobacco, nothing said the money
had to be used to improve or
expand a cattle herd, build ponds
for aquaculture, plant orchards or
anything else.
And there is little evidence that
it has been done.
Another pot of money, the state's
share of a separate settlement with
tobacco companies, is supposed to
help move farming in new directions in Kentucky.
But a chunk of that money is
also reserved to make direct payments to the tobacco community
if the first pot falls short.
If some in the General Assembly had had their way, even more
of the state tobacco fund would
have gone to individual payments,
providing some small short-term
relief and nothing for the future.
There are 15 members on the
board who will decide how to
spend the money, but few of them

are tobacco farmers either.
The cynical might argue that
the payments were politically motivated as much as anything else.
About $114 million was from the
so-called phase two settlement with
cigarette manufacturers for lost
sales of tobacco.
The rest was from a congressional appropriation that Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell modestly said, "I delivered" during a
speech at the Fancy Farm picnic
last week.
The number of farmers in tobacco is declining, but not nearly as
fast as the crop.
The Farm Service Agency reported 124,571 farms in 1998 with
an average quota of 4,299 pounds.
By 2000, there were 122,071
farms, but with an average quota
of 1,706 pounds.
There will still be a market for
Kentucky burley for many years
to come.
And there are those who make
virtually their entire living leasing, growing and selling tobacco.
Those people, though, are not
getting a fair share of the settlement and disaster payments in relation to the risk to their future
livelihoods.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The State Journal, Frankfort
In first weekend in August and, as it has for
at least the last five decades, the political center
of Kentucky moves from Frankfort to far Western
Kentucky for the annual Fancy Farm Picnic in
Graves County.
And as usual, the air around St. Jerome's Catholic
Church in the village of Fancy Farm is as supercharged with political rhetoric as the heat and
humidity that August brings to the Jackson Purchase area of the commonwealth.
Despite the lack of a statewide political race on
the November ballot, presidential politics are very
much on everyone's mind.
As goes Kentucky, so goes the nation when it's
time to elect a new president. Republicans, just
back from their convention in Philadelphia, are in
a particularly charged-up mood.
Whether Gov. Paul Patton will be able to generate as much stem-winding enthusiasm for expected Democratic nominee Vice President Al Gore is
yet to be determined.
How strange it is that Gore, a neighbor from
Tennessee with strong Kentucky attachments and
two Kentucky victories for the Bill Clinton-Al Gore
administration, is in the fight of his life for Kentucky's paltry few electoral votes.
Presidential sex scandals and tobacco wars do
not go over well in Kentucky's generally conservative burley belts, however.

reads:
"Are you in favor of amending the constitution
to abolish the Railroad Commission and transfer
its duties to another state agency?"
That's getting right to the point. The question
clearly notifies the voter that what's at stake is
the future of the Railroad Commission, an elective
office with no meaningful duties.

The Courier-Journal, Louisville
Back in 1996, Kentucky lawmakers passed concealed-carry: legislation that allowed permit-holders to carry concealed handguns on the street.
So far, the law has caused none of the mayhem predicted by its fiercest opponents.
There has been no increase in road rage, for
example, no surge in disagreements settled oldWest style.
And yet, the law's main problem — a philosophical problem — remains.
When the General Assembly passed concealedcarry, it instituted a public policy that encouraged
citizens to arm themselves.
Recently some folks opposed to the law found
a new reason to object: Implementing concealedcarry has cost Kentuckians $2.2 million since 1997.
Supporters had promised there would be no cost
to taxpayers — that the $60 permit fee would pay
for the program.
But opponents are wrong tc• focus on this particular
part of the battle. Most taxpayers contribute
The Independent, Ashland
Score one for legal brevity, an all too-rare trait, to programs and expenses they object to. Some
would love to deduct their share of the cost for
particularly among those in the legal profession.
Upon further review by the office of Attorney fighting wars, for example, or for running the
General Ben Chandler, the question that will appear tobacco program.
We empower our elected representatives to decide
as Amendment Two on the November 7 ballot has
what public policy should be, and, therefore, where
lost most of its words.
As a result, it's purpose should be perfectly our money will go.
clear to voters.
Whenever a law is passed, taxpayers are liable
As originally worded by Chandler's office, the for the costs.
amendment to abolish the Railroad Commission
Actually, in this case, those opposed to the legread:
islation should be happy to pay.
"Are you in favor of amending the constitution
Most of the money that has been spent on conto abolish the Railroad Commission, and transfer cealed-carry has gone toward screening applicants,
the duties of the commission to another yet to be providing them with training, and administering
determined state agency, and to permit the incum- written and shooting tests.
bent railroad commissioners to discharge the statuThose protections are needed if citizens are
tory duties of the commission until the effective going to be walking around armed.
date of legislation passed by the General AssemThe real horror isn't that taxpayers are stuck
bly to implement this amendment?"
paying the bill.
Whew! Such cumbersome wording is bound to
It's that concealed-carry was ever passed.
only confuse the voter. Are all those words realIt was a bad law to begin with, sending all the
ly necessary?
wrong messages about what kind of place KenWell, no,. they aren't. The ballot questions now tucky should be.

Bush ahead in battle
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 31 - The Tulsa (Okla.) World, on free
music:
That loud sigh of relief you heard Friday came
from the 20 million or so music fans — mostly
between the ages of 13 and 21 — who got a
reprieve on their free ride on the Napster Web
site.
No doubt many of the Napster-users were downloading music from the Internet as the clock ticked
down following a federal judge's ruling that Napster facilitates copyright infringement and should
not operate in its current form.
It was due to shut down at midnight Friday,
but a higher federal court issued an injunction that
allowed the site to continue operation pending further appeals.
But there is a valid point here. Songwriters and
musicians deserve a return on their product just
as someone running a hamburger stand deserves
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Letter policy...
Letters must be brief.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (270) 753-1927 or emailed to mltigmurrayledger.com

to make a profit.
The music industry is probably fighting a losing battle. If the lawsuit is eventually won, computer wizards will find a way to download free
music even if Napster bites the dust.
•
The music industry would be wise to embrace
this new technology.
Instead of dragging this out through long court
battles, Napster and the music industry should find
a way for artists to get a fair return on their product and the millions of Napster fans can continue
to use the site. After all, a fair deal was struck
when radio came along and started playing all the
hits. Why couldn't the same kind of deal be struck
for computer users?
Either decision will upset Napster fans who
have been downloading songs free of charge
and clogging up personal computers. Few things
in life are free. This is no different.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
challenge facing Al Gore in the
battle to win states, and electoral
votes, was underscored this week
as Republican George W. Bush campaigned in California.
The powerhouse state, where
Gore once led comfortably, now
appears competitive.
And Bush is showing strength
in the polls in many other crucial
states.
In 20 states where both campaigns are focusing their energy
and advertising, Bush has a lead
or an edge in more than half,
including some states Democrats
should be .able to count on.
He was even with Gore in seven
of those states, while Gore was
ahead in two.
"I can't think of any state where
Gore is over-performing," said Stuart Rothenberg, a nonpartisan political analyst. "From what I've seen
in the tossup states and even some
states that are reliably Democratic, Bush has an advantage."
After the Republican National
Convention, Bush's single-digit lead
grew into double-digits in national polls, ranging from 11 points
in some surveys to 18 points in
a tracking poll.
Gore heads to the Democratic
National Convention in Los Angeles next week seeking a poll
"bounce" of his own.
"This is a hurricane passing
over the political electorate,"
Republican pollster Neil Newhouse
said of the conventions' effect on
public opinion. "We're in the eye
now, then we're going to have the
Democratic Convention."
Substantial improvement by
Gore in national polls should help
him in the state-by-state battle for
electoral votes, which is how the
presidency is won.
Whoever wins a state gets its
electoral votes. California, the
biggest prize, has 54 electoral votes
— one-fifth of the 270 needed to
win.
"A rising tide lifts all boats,"
Newhouse said, using pollsters'
favorite expression to describe the
relationship between national and
state polls. "Gore needs to raise
his numbers nationally before tar-

AP ANALYSIS

WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
geting states.Gore's widely praised vice presidential pick of Sen. Joe Lieberman, an Orthodox Jew from Connecticut, should give him a boost
along with the weeklong convention exposure, some say.
Gore couldn't have made a
stronger pick, said Charles Oberly, a Democrat and former Delaware
attorney general who (knows)
Lieberman.
"The whole situation has
changed in a subtle manner," he
said."Picking Lieberman will prove
a dynamic move. He's an extremely solid, contemplative, good person."
Bush has an edge in polls in
Delaware, as in many battleground
states.
But Oberly thought Lieberman's
addition to the ticket — he was
the first Democrat in Congress to
chastise President Clinton for the
Monica Lewinsky scandal — could
help level the playing field on
moral values.
"We feel that as voters begin
to focus on the campaign and the
candidates' stand on the issues,
they'll see that Al Gore is on their
side," said
Gore campaign
spokesman Doug Hattaway. "The
choice of Joe Lieberman has created a lot of excitement and attention."
Bush was traveling through California this week, before heading
to Oregon and Washington — competitive states where Gore should
be strong.
"This allows us to spend time
in traditional Democratic strongholds while Al Gore has to fight
to secure his base." Bush campaign spokesman An Fleischer said.
In California, a poll released
Thursday by the Public Policy
Institute of California, found Gore
backed by 4b percent of likely

voters while Bush drew 37 percent.
A Field Poll conducted in June
found Gore backed by 46 percent
of likely voters and Bush by 35
percent.
Gore's campaign hopes to build
his electoral base in Northeastern
and West Coast states and fight it
out in the battlegrounds of Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio,
Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
Clinton was able to pick off
several Southern states in his two
elections, but the South could be
tougher for Democrats this time,
analysts say.
"Gore is probably going to do
worse in the South than in the
rest of the country," said Charles
Bullock, a political scientist at the
University of Georgia. "The polls
suggest that Gore is even less popular than Clinton in the South. He
is simply not as appealing to
women.
"He doesn't have the charisma
that Clinton had and Bush seems
to have."
Gore has an edge in his home
state of Tennessee, and is within
striking distance in Georgia.
Both men are close in Florida,
which Clinton won in 1996.
His immediate concern is to
solidify his base of support in crucial states like California.
"Our survey suggests that Gore
needs to come to California and
win back the support of centrist
voters," said Mark Baldassare, survey director at the Public Policy
Institute of California. "He's got
to come out and do a good job
at this convention.
"It depends on how he does
this week and next," he said. "He
got off to a good start with Lieberman ... he's got to build on that."
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Hurshel L. Smith

Mrs. Lucy Jane Stalls

Harshel L. Smith,69,Cadiz, died
Mrs. Lucy Jane Stalls, 73, Radio Road, Almo, died Sunday, Aug.
Thursday. Aug. 10, 2000, at 8:24 13, 2000, at 2:50 p.m. at her home.
p.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical CenA member of Dexter Church of Christ, she was employed at Boone
ter, Hopkinsville.
Laundry and Cleaners for over 45 years.
He was a retired employee of
Her husband, Walter Stalls, died Aug. 26, 1988. Also preceding her
Workman's
Upholstery, Hop- in death were three sisters, Leeada Thorn, Rachel Montgomery and
kinsville.
Julia Fox. Born Sept. 27, 1926, in Christopher, Ill., she was the daughPreceding him in death were ter of the late Roy Thorn and Allie Matheny Thorn.
his first wife, Mrs. Dorothy Smith,
Survivors include five sons, Dennis Thorn and wife, Ruth, and
two sisters and one brother. He Randy Stalls and wife, Tracy, all of
Almo, Doug Stalls and wife,
was the son of the late Robert L. Marie, and Euwin Stalls and wife, Brenda,
all of Murray, and ClaySmith and Martha Lona Hill Smith. ton Stalk and wife, Connie, Hardin; four
sisters, Mrs. Mary Wallace
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. and husband, Doug, Almo, Mrs. Shelia Cox and
husband. Larry, Paris,
Leona Smith; two daughters, Mrs. Tenn., and Mrs. Edna Fuqua and
Ms. Josephine Thorn, both of Almo;
Lisa Oliver, Cadiz, and Mrs. Lynn two brothers, William Thorn and
wife, Joyce, Dexter, and Roy H.
Hollan, Hopkinsville; one sister, Thorn and wife, Patsy, Almo; 10 grandchildren;
six great-grandchilMrs. Robbie Pigg, Farmington; two dren.
brothers, William Smith and RayThe funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Murray Memorial Garmond Smith, both of Mayfield; dens. Walter Piu will officiate. Burial will
follow in the gardens.
two grandchildren; several nieces
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 10 p.m. today
and nephews.
(Monday).
The funeral will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Mark
Miss Jacqueline (Jackie) Marie Hanson, 16, Haneline Road, MurThweatt will officiate. Burial will
ray, died Saturday, Aug. 12, 2000, at 11 a.m. at Marshall County Hosfollow in Cemetery.
pital, Benton. Her death was from natural causes.
Visitation is now at the funerShe was a sophomore at Calloway County High School and a memal home.
ber of New Hope Baptist Church, Draffenville.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Shirley Hanson, Murray; father,
Kelvin Hanson, Westby, Wis.; one brother, Jason Hanson. Murray; one
sister, Jessica Hanson, Westby, Wis.; her grandparents, Olie Hanson.
Sycamore, Ill., Ed Heiston and Mrs. Fern Heiston, Gilbertsville, and
Floyd Jenkins Yates, 86, Yates
Mrs. Nancy Young, Niceville, Fla.; several aunts and uncles.
Lane, Dickson, Tenn., father of
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Thomas Yates of Murray, died SatFuneral Home, Benton. The Rev. Edgar Paschall officiated. Burial will
urday, Aug. 12, 2000, at his home.
follow in Birmingham Cemetery, Benton.
He was a retired farmer. His
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
first wife, Mrs. Angeline Yates,
preceded him in death. Born Jan.
1, 1914, in Pinewood, Tenn., he
James Johnson, 70, of 1489 St. Rt. 121 South, Murray, died about
was the son of the late Dorsey
Robert Yates and Ozella Petty Yates. July 16 at his home.
Dwane Jones, Calloway County corner, said his body was discovSurvivors include his wife, Mrs.
Mildred Yates, Pinewood, Tenn.; ered in his home on Saturday. The body has been taken to Madistwo daughters, Mrs. Patricia onville for an autopsy.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
Baggett, Dickson, and Mrs. Cynthia Nash, Pinewood; two sons,
Jerry Yates, Centerville, Tenn., and
Thomas Yates, Murray; stepMrs. Nellie Hettie Johnson, 90, Puryear, Tenn., mother of Willie
daughter, Mrs. Debbie McCann,
Dickson; stepson, Bobby Ellis, Carnell Johnson of Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 12, 2000, at Henry
Ridgetop, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Her husband, James Franklin Johnson, one son, David Lee JohnPauline Brownfiel, Dickson, and
Mrs. Christine Olive, Bon Aqua, son, one sister, Minnie Lee Gore, and two brothers, H.D. Paschall and
Tenn.; 11 grandchildren; nine great- Tom Paschall, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
grandchildren; two stepgrandchil- late Heston David Paschall and Shellie Flora Mohundro Paschall.
Mrs. Johnson was a member of Puryear Church of Christ.
dren; two stepgreat-grandchildren.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Sue Waters, Big Sandy,
The funeral was Sunday at 3
p.m. in the chapel of McDonald Tenn., Mrs. Dorothy Hollingsworth, Puryear, and Mrs. Peggy Huff,
Funeral Home, Centerville, Tenn. Milwaukee, Ore.; one son, Willie Carnell Johnson, Murray; three sisBurial was in Redden Cemetery ters, Mrs. Robbie Flood and Mrs. Novella Mink, both of Paris, and
Mrs. Addie McCullough, St. Louis, Mo.; 24 grandchildren; three greatthere.
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Puryear Church of Christ,
Puryear. Tellus Mackie Gallimore will officiate.
Grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Puryear
City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., from 4
to 8 p.m. today (Monday) and after 1 p.m. Tuesday at the church.

Jacqueline (Jackie) Marie Hanson

NOW OPEN...Friedman's Jewelers celebrated the Aug. 5 grand opening of its store in the Shoppes of Murray on North 12th Street with a ribbon-cutting ceremony. The store offers gold, silver
and diamond jewelry.

Glamorous Young dies of cancer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Loretta Young, the elegant beauty whose
acting career extended from silent
movies to television and included
an Academy Award for best actress
in "The Farmer's Daughter," died
Saturday of ovarian cancer, her
longtime agent and friend Norman
Brokaw said. She was 87.
Young died at the home of her
sister Georgiana Montalban and
actor Ricardo Montalban early Saturday morning, said Brokaw, her
agent for 50 years and chairman
of the William Morris Agency.
"She was an incredible lady,"
Brokaw said. "I learned from her
that if you can handle yourself
with class and dignity, you can work
as long as you want in this business."
Both on and off the screen,
Young presented the image of
serene uprightness. In 88 movies
dating from 1927 to 1953, she
invariably played the strong-willed
heroine with firm principles.
From 1953 to 1963, she appeared
on television in more than 300
episodes of "The Loretta Young
Show," opening the program with
her much-satirized trademark of
sweeping through a doorway,
always in a high-style gown. She
was nominated seven times for
Emmys as best starring actress and
won three times.
She retired at the end of "The
New Loretta Young Show" in 1963,
devoting her time to charities and
a line of beauty products bearing
her name. She returned to acting
in 1986, appearing in a television
movie, "Christmas Eve."
During her Hollywood heyday,
Young appeared opposite most of
the top male stars of her time.
A shapely beauty with large bluegray eyes and high cheekbones,
Young starred at 15 in 1928 with
Chaney in "Laugh, Clown, Laugh."
She was never less than a star
afterward. Between 1929 and 1930
she appeared in 15 movies, including "Broken Dishes" with the bluff,
hard-drinking actor Grant Withers.
She eloped with him when she
was 17, and they lived together
for eight months before she filed
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tor divorce in 1931, claiming she
paid most of the bills. Young never
spoke of the marriage, and it never
appeared in her official biography.
Her career flourished in the
1930s, with contracts with Warner Bros.-First National and then 20th
Century-Fox.
Young's career flourished into
the '40s with such films as "The
Story of Alexander Graham Bell"
(Don Ameche), "The Doctor Takes
a Wife" (Ray Milland), "Bedtime
Story" (Fredric March), "The Lady
from Cheyenne" (Robert Preston),
"China"(Alan Ladd),"Along Came
Jones" (Gary Cooper), "The
Stranger" (Orson Welles).
After 20 years of stardom, her
career seemed ready for the
inevitable decline. Then producer
Dore Schary offered her "The
Farmer's Daughter," in which she
would play a maid who ends up
being elected to Congress. "Do
you mean you want me to play
it with a Swedish accent, a blond
wig and all?" she asked. "Isn't
that dangerous?"
"Yes, but it could also win you
an Academy Award," said Schary.
No one else thought so. Rosalind Russell was the heavy favorite
for "Mourning Becomes Electra."
When Young was announced as
best actress of 1947, the audience
gasped in surprise. "At long last!"
she sighed as she held the Oscar.
The award bolstered her career,
and she went on to such films as
"The Bishop's Wife" (Grant.
Niven),"Come to the Stable"(John
Lund), "Mother Was a Freshman"
(Van Johnson), "Because of You"
(Jeff Chandler). Her last feature
came in 1953 with "It Happens
Every Thursday" (John Forsythe).
A lifelong Roman Catholic, the
actress worked tirelessly for the
church's charities, including a home
for unwed mothers and a children's foundation. She insisted on
propriety on her movie sets, and
even enforced a kitty for her charities, to which set workers contributed a coin every time they
swore. Legend has it that on "Rachel
and the Stranger," the irreverent
Mitchum loosed a spate of pro-

STOP

STOP

fanity and dropped $5 into the
kitty.
She was born Gretchen Young
on Jan. 6, 1913, in Salt Lake City,
where her father was a railroad auditor. She had two older sisters,
Polly Ann and Elizabeth (who had
her own movie career as Sally
Blanc) and younger brother, Jack.
When Young was 3, her father
abandoned his family. Her mother moved the children to Los Angeles and opened a boarding house.
She later married and had a fourth
daughter, Georgiana. who became
the wife of Ricardo Montalban.
Throughout her career and afterward, she always appeared the
movie queen, with perfect coiffure and makeup, dressed in the
latest fashion, upbeat in her view
of life. On the screen and off, she
always seemed taller than her 5
feet 5 inches. She seldom varied
from 109 pounds.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete. Young is survived by
her sister, daughter Judy, of Los
Angeles, and two sons, Peter, of
Solvang, and Christopher, of Palm
Springs.

Floyd Jenkins
Yates

James Johnson

Mrs. Nellie Hethe Johnson
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Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Do* Jones Ind. Avg......... 11031.83 + 4.03
Air Products
.34% -%
AT&T
31%+%
Bell South
37%4.
Briggs & Stratton
42".+IIIll
Bristol Myers Squibb.........
Caterpillar
38% unc
Daimler Chrysler
.56%.+t/2.
Dean Foods
35%.+%.
Exxon-Mobil
811%. +'/N
Firstar
24%6
Ford Motor(New) 29% unc
General Electric
56%
General Motors
+%
Goodrich
37% -14.
Goodyear
244
HopFed Bank*
B 9% A
IBM
119% - 1
Ingersoll Rand
41 unc

DIABETICS
MEDICARE & PRIVATE INSURANCE CAN PAY FOR YOUR
DIABETIC SUPPLIES WITH NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE
SUPPLIES ARE MAILED DIRECTLY TO YOUR HOME
WITH NO PAPERWORK
CALL THE DIABETIC HOTLINE TOLL FREE:

1-800-785-3636

erdale
Keepsake Monuments,Inc.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

•Computer generated designs
•Competitive prices
•Memorialization is our only business
•Large outdoor and indoor display

fammela_

(Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)
3812 U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
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Wasting Your
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Time!!!
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Bankruptcy? Slow Credit? Divorced?
Repossession? Medical Bills?
If you can answer YES to all of the following questions
you are approved'
•Currently Employed and Gross Si 500 per month
*Have Proof of Residence .5 Personal References
*Have A Current Valid Drivers License

ST /P

s I OP

Nokia Model 5160 Digital
Cell Phone only p49.95!!

or 24 Hour Credit Hot Line

SINCE

Tommy Blair's

SIOP

OURTESY AUTO FLEX

life insurance:

mazcsa

slot'

^

y

•

SH it

3100 Irvin Cobb Dr. • Paducah. Kentucky 42003
I OP

STOP

STOP

STOP

Si OP

Mark Lewis, Agent
305 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-9627
Fax (270) 753-9626

Limited time offer. Some restrictions apply.
GNIIC

STOP

SII/P

STOP

Slop,

Wood Electronics
408 N. 12th St.(Next to Pizza Hut)
Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 753-0530

lesit

Find out if a State Farm Select-20
or Select-30 Term Life Insurance policy
is right for you.

Packages over $35.00 include
rollover minutes and
nationwide long distance.*

It'est Ky's Largest :Veu, & Used Car Inrentory

40R
FlILIJARD
DONS

1-877-YES-AUTO • 1-877-937-2886
S 10P

52"./..+%
.34%

for up to 20 or even
30 years!

and Receive a Free Clear
Connect Antenna.

Call 270-443-1711 Ask for Kenny B.

s TOP

BELLSOUTH Mobility'
First Time BellSouth
Mobility Customers

76% +'.
.30'2 -%

Guaranteed
premiums....

Authorized Allem of
STOP

43+.
71.+'.

J.J.B. Hilliard. W L Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

v•••

Wood Electronics

STOP

Intel
Kroger
L G Fic E
Lucent Tech
Mattel
M CDonaIds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Time Warner
Union Planters
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

Prices as
of 9 a.m.
63%63%
20%.-%
24%
39%
10% unc
33's.%
72% -In
72%.-%

State Farm is there for life.
Farm Liff, In.nirancc Cnrnp,tnN
Homy ()fTice, Bloomington Illinni,

Stisto

www.mtatefarm.com
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Oaks ladies plan events
JO'S DATEBOOK

Ladies of the Oaks Country Wade, hostess, as follows:
Club will have special events at
Championship flight
Mary
the club on Wednesday.
Houston, first, Rowena Sanders,
Bridge will be played at 9:30 second, and Irene Woods, third.
a.m. Hostess will be Maxa Read,
First flight - Shirley Wade, first,
phone 753-5178.
Carolyn Woods, second, and Dot
Golf will be played at 9 a.m. Finch and Henry Montgomery, tied
Hostess will be Dot Finch, phone for third.
759-9850.
Second flight - Bronda Parker,
Winners of golf play on Aug. first, and Kitty Steele, second.
9 have been released by Shirley
Low putts - Carolyn Woods.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Datha McCallon called to remind all persons who ever attended Almo School or even visited it or knew the people who
attended to send in their reservations for the annual "Warrior
Reunion" to be held Sept. 2 from 2 to 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County High School cafeteria. The meal will be served at 5
p.m.
Almo High School was operated through the graduating class
of 1960 when the county high schools were consolidated. Almo
Elementary continued until the consolidation of the six elementary centers into North, East and Southwest.
Reservations at $14 per person should be made by Aug. 21
by mailing them to Datha McCallon, 693 McCallon Mill Rd.,
Kirksey, KY 42054. For information call McCallon at 489-2403
or Norma Garland at 437-4482.

Kenlake ladies plan golf
Kenlake Ladies Golf League will on Atkins.
play at Kerry Landing Golf Course
Hazel Hill came in with low
on Tuesday. Tee off time will be putts of 30 for the 18 holes.
at 8:30 a.m.
Betty Cardwell and Betty
Eighteen ladies played Aug. 9 Qualkenb
ush both had chip ins.
at the Bill Hamrick Memorial Golf
D.J. McCuiston, Indy Allen and
Course at Kenlake State Resort
JoAnn Wardynski all had birdies.
Park.
Daisy Durham reached her secFirst flight winners were Indy
ond
goal of getting over the water
Allen, first. Freda Elkins, second,
number
on
four two times in a
and Dotty Elliott, third.
Second flight winners were a TOW.
Other ladies present were Ina
tie between Sue Thetford and D.J.
McCuiston for first, Daisy Durham, Horton, Bobbe Manning, Evelyn
second, and JoAnn Wardynski, Blivin, Joan Griesemer, Helen
third.
Moores, Helen Roberts and Louise
Third flight winner was Mari- Parker.

Fiscal Court will meet
Calloway County Fiscal Court will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
the district court room of Calloway County Judicial Building. Meetings are open to the public.

Quilt Lovers will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Duncan

Ladies plan golf play Stalls and Duncan vows
Ladies of the Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the club.
Anyone not listed in the lineup may come and be paired at
the tee.

ghe
Senior Circuit
Presented by

Glendale Place
Trudy McFarlane
Director

THE BENEFITS OF BEING
CONNECTED
Numerous studies indicate that
people who enjoy social support
(good relationships with family,
fiiends, and partners) tend to live
longer, healthier lives. According
to one study of nearly 7,000
Californians over age 17, those
lacking social connections were
two to three times more likely to
die prematurely than their more
socially connected counterparts.
Another study of nearly 1.400 people with heart disease found those
with a spouse or confidant had a
death rate that was about one-third
the rate of those who had no one in
whom to confide. One other study
shows that love and friendship help
lower the stress that can suppress
immunity, rendering those with
diverse social networks less susceptible to the common cold. So,
stay connected.
GLENDALE PLACE focuses on
providing services to the active
older adult...anyone who enjoys
living! We know how important it
is for senior citizens to stay socially connected to their family and
friends. Our carefully planned calendar of events is designed to
appeal to residents, family, and
friends, and encourages interaction
throughout our extended family.
For more information, call 7591555, or see us at 905 Glendale
Road. "The New Choice for
Independent Living."

solemnized at church

The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 - Beth Belote, LaVerne
Ryan and Beverly Reuter.
Kimberly Michelle Stalls and Russell Charles Duncan were marTee 3 - Norma Frank, Inus Orr, ried
Saturday, May 27, 2000, at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Barbara Gray and Frances Hulse.
The bride is the daughter of Fred and Linda Stalls, Murray. She
Tee 5 - Linda Burgess, Ann is the
granddaughter of Mrs. Evelyn Hargiss and the late John HarBrown, Betty Jo Purdom and Betty giss,
Hopkinsville, and of Mrs. Mildred K. Stalls and the late Budl
Stewart.
E. Stalls Sr., Murray.
Tee 8 - Evelyn Jones, Venela
The groom is the son of Ralph and Pam Duncan. Almo. He is the
Ward, Cyndi Cohoon and Joy grandson
of Mrs. Dortha Duncan and the late Bud l Duncan, Almo,
Roach.
and of Mrs. Myrtle Duncan and the late Clarence Duncan. Murray.
Tee 10 - Peggy Shoemaker,
Dr. Greg C. Earwood officiated at the double ring ceremony. Music
Rowena Cullom, Toni Hopson and
was presented by Margaret Wilkins, organist, Janet Finch, pianist,
Betty Lowry.
Emily Runnels. violinist, Heather Wright, soloist, and Jennifer and
Tee 12 - Freda Steely, Rainey
Ryker Wilson. singers. Mark Mohler, groomsmen, said a special
Apperson and Carolyn Sanning.
prayer.
Winners of golf play on Aug.
Escorted by her father and given in marriage by her parents, the
9 have been released as follows:
bride wore a duchess satin and tulle gown. The white satin embroiChampionship - Joy Roach.
dered and beaded top featured a scooped neckline and a small conFirst flight - Inus Orr, first,
touring sleeve on a basque waistline covered with pearls and sequins.
Frances Hulse, second.
A floor length, multi-layered tulle skirt flowed into a chapel length
Second flight - Peggy Shoe- detachabl
e train.
maker, first, Cyndi Cohoon, secHer waist length veil was three layers of tulle attached to a princess
ond.
tiara covered with pearls and rhinestones. She wore a pearl and rhineThird flight - Norma Frank.
stone necklace, bracelet and earrings. She also wore a wedding band
Nine holes - LaVertie Ryan,
and carried a purse adorned with rhinestones and beads, given to her
Ann Stanley and Beverly Reuter, by
her grandmother. She carried a bouquet of two dozen mixed roses
all tied.
wrapped in white satin ribbon and tied with a tulle bow.
Low putts - Evelyn Jones.
The bride's sisters, Krista Schumacher and Kathryn Stalls, were
honor attendants. Bridesmaids were Shannon lessen, cousin of the
bride, Heather Kelso and Allison McDaniel. They all wore lavender
floor length dresses and carried bouquets of white and pink roses.
Flower girls were Robyn McGee and Courtney McGee, nieces of
Used Paperbacks
the
groom, Lily Anna Stalls, cousin of the bride, and Alex Mehr.
Trade & Sell
Maim
They wore lavender satin and tulle floor length dresses and carried
We Special Order
white satin baskets filled with rose petals. They also distributed silNew Books at
ver wedding bells after the ceremony.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with a matching silver tie and
Discount
vest and a white rose boutonniere accented with baby's breath.
Clint Lee served as best man. Groomsmen were Casey SchumachDIXIELAND CENTER
er, brother-in-law of the bride. Mark Mohler, Jay Kelso and Chris
753-4821
Thorn. They wore black tuxedoes with black ties and vests and laven••1111
OPder rose boutonnieres.
Ushers were Buel E. Stalls Jr., uncle of the bride, and Robert
McGee, brother-in-law of the groom.
Guest book/program attendants were Christy James, Marion, and
Sharmayne Cadle-Saunders, Belize.
A reception followed at the Murray Country Club. Servers were
Mario Thomason and Danielle Glover, Murray, and Regina Stewart.
Kirksey.
After a honeymoon in Daytona, Fla., the couple is now residing
in Murray. The bride will graduate from Murray State Universit
y in
December and is also employed at MSU. The groom is a carpenter/contractor for Duncan Construction.
The groom's parents hosted a reheasal dinner at Dumplin's.
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Services Held Sunday 11 a.m.
Sun. Night 6 p.m. • Mon. thru Wed. 7p.m.

North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in
the
teachers' lounge, according to Margaret Cook, principal, who invites
the public to attend.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the school library. Randy
McCallon, principal, invites the public to attend.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at Weaks Community Center. Calendar planning will be
held.
The SOS is open to all singles whether divorced, widowed
or
never married. For information calll Margaret, 759-3950, Wendell,
759-0625, or Jackie. 1-270-247-7754.

West View plans activities
Special activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home
include Coffee Hour at 10 a.m.. Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU time
at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday: Bible class at 10 a.m., Chuck Hamaan's
One Man Band at 2 p.m. on Wednesday..

Free checks on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday from noon to
2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church.

Special event planned
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its weekly
Bible Study on Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at the church. The Rev.
Michael Blake, pastor, will lead a discussion onthe book of Esther.
This is open to 'all interested persons.

Volunteer Training planned

Volunteer training for all parents and friends who would like to
volunteer in the classrooms at Murray Elementary School will be
Tuesday from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at the school.

Support Our Park will meet
Support Our Park Group will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is for all persons
interested in the work and promotion of Murray-Calloway County
Parks.

Team promotion planned
A special fund-raising promotion will be Tuesday from 4 to 7
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade for Cain's Gymnastics Girls' Team. A portion of the receipts will be donated to the team.

Republicans will meet
Calloway County Republican Party will meet tonight (Monday)
at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
Thomas Collins, party member, invites all interested persons to
attend.

Selei Mil D

Bro. Williams is the Director of Missions of the Blood River Baptist Association.
Mary "Ritt
Pianist

Pat Keeling
Organist

For Transportation Call Ron Shoirner 753-9908
EVERYONE WELCOME
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Preschool meeting on Monday
Murray Preschool Coop will have a parent orientation meeting
tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at the school, located in the Christian Community Church, South 16th Street and Glendale Road. The
coop is for three and four-year-old children with Evelyn Bolin as
teacher. For information call Diane Thiede at 767-9278.
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GAMES

Play every Tuesday Evening

FOR ALL YOUR COMMUNITY
NEWS, CALL THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

6:30 Speedball 7pm Regular
We Have PULLTABB

Welcome Back MSU!

EVE Y

BRO. HARLAN WILLIAMS
EVANGELIST

AM1116,

le->1112-rovAY

mdausa org

REVIVAL -14

Thinmy Hoke
Music Director

North Council will meet

1-800-572-1717

.;it

Heyward Roberts
Pastor

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday in the meeting room
of Calloway County Public Library. The room will be open at 5:30
p.m. and the meeting will start at 6 p.m. Persons are asked to
bring any Christmas projects to share with the group. The meeting is open to all interested persons.

TWO SPECIAL !!!

Progressive Payouts!
Up lo S200 per game depending on 5 of piaverc•

Everyone Welcome ,113 yrs or older)
$100 bonus If you
Bingo in 5 numbers or less!' %

Cards starting
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
at $10.00
A Non-profit Charitable Organization

Plays 12
Games

Fealu^^9 NIMIT TC•Tvals at $r pen card Or 52 tor Mree Spec.ai Carry Wet 7 ••• *Regular games only
••Tnai period Refresfshents tangly anti FREE popcorn
served Keresecty Charitable Garnets license sISIG000051
491444INEWINIONMINswoonwmarwww

Lg. Hamburger, $099 Large
21
Fries & Shake
Q $4
IMP
Fries &Bar•86
Med. Drink
Specials

•

19. 2000

TJ's Bar•B•Q

806 Chestnut St.
I

thru

catering Avadotw

759-5555
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Survey: Jury duty not too bad
BOSTON (AP) — Reporting
for jury duty elicits plenty of gripes
— hours spend waiting, lawyers'
ugly ties, messy jury rooms, paying for parking at the courthouse.
But in Massachusetts, at least,
jurors recently surveyed said they
mostly enjoyed their civic responsibility of weighing court cases
and judging their peers.
More than 80 percent of respondents to a survey published in
Monday's edition of Lawyers Weekly found their experience positive,
and some said it renewed their
faith in the legal system.

GENEROUS DONATION...First United Methodist Church of
Murray recently donated 13 layette sets to the infant nursery at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The church's United Methodist Women's(UMW) group and the church in general were
responsible for the donation. Each set will be used by the hospital to give to new mothers who are in need of baby items.
Each set includes items such as disposable baby bottles, infant clothes, blankets, crib sheet, safety items, diapers, pacifiers and a baby spoon. Accepting the donation on behalf of
MCCH was OB/Perinatal Clinical Specialist Pat Anderson (far
right). Representing First United Methodist Church is UMW
member Lillian Robertson and the church's custodian, Terry
Smith.

Publisher David L. Yas was surprised by the results.
"Most people dread jury duty,"
Yas said. "What we found is that
once people get in there, they're
intrigued by the case, energized
by jury duty, and overall find duty
quite positive."
In Massachusetts, it is illegal
for attorneys to speak with jurors
even after a court case.
So, with the permission of State
Jury Commissioner Frank Davis and
Superior Court Chief Justice
Suzanne V. DelVecchio, 30 judges
gave out surveys to jurors in superior court cases. About 130 peo-

plc responded. All responses were
voluntary and anonymous.
The cases ranged from contract
disputes to medical malpractice to
first degree murder. One involved
a lawsuit about a dog biting another dog.
The survey asked questions
about courtroom tactics, the condition of the courthouse, the appearance and demeanor of lawyers and
court employees, the use of witnesses and exhibits, and jurors'
overall impression of the system.
Some respondents reported trouble sleeping at night because of
the gravity of the cases they heard.
Many felt proud of being part of
the justice system. Most found the
whole process a learning experience.
"Our justice system may not
be perfect, but it works and I am
proud to have served," one respondent wrote.

Crowded highways mean
more babies born in traffic
ATLANTA (AP) — Worried
about giving birth in the back seat
of the car and nearly irrational
with pain, Allison Reamer screamed
at her mother: "Drive aggressively, this baby's coming!"
But the road rage wasn't going
to get Reamer to the hospital. She

was stuck in morning rush-hour traffic behind hundreds of cars inching along the perpetually jammed
highways north of Atlanta.
"You panic," said Reamer. "I
just thought Mom was going to
have to deliver him right there.
We were not moving at all."
Atlanta traffic has already been
blamed for creating heavy smog
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A program specialist for the literacy and long commutes. Now add one
new resource institute is collect- center.
more problem to the list: More
ing information about family litbabies are being born on highThe institute has received more ways because traffic jams keep
eracy programs statewide to put into
$900,000 from the U.S. pregnant women from
than
a database.
getting to
of Education; Gov. Paul the hospital on
Department
time.
The non-profit Kentucky InstiPatton's office; the Kentucky CabAtlanta may have more roadtute for Family Literacy will be
inets of Workforce Development, side births than other cities because
housed in the National Center for
Families and Children, and Edu- the suburbs are so
expansive —
Family Literacy at Waterfront Plaza
cation; Verizon Communications; commuters average
34
miles a day,
in Louisville.
and the Tapestry Foundation. The the most of any U.S.
city — and
The institute has about 90 profoundation funds family-literacy many people
choose to deliver at
grams in its database, said Sharon
programs in Texas and Kentucky. hospitals up to an
hour away from
Darling, the president of the litThe money will be used to hire their homes.
eracy center.
No one keeps exact statistics
The institute will let people know the institute's staff and executive
about literacy services offered in director, said Kim Townley, exec- on the number of women who
utive director of the Governor's give birth in transit, but ambutheir communities.
"It will be a resource clear- Office of Early Childhood Devel- lance drivers, doctors and state
patrol officers say it is happening
inghouse," said Margo Waddell, a opment.
more often as Atlanta's traffic gets
worse.
Reamer, whose husband was
playing in a golf tournament in
California when she went into
labor, had to travel about 20 miles
south to Northside Hospital in
Anderson
was
released
from Atlanta. It took her mother an
VALLEJO, Calif.(AP) — After
spending two nights shackled to San Quentin State Prison in Novem- agonizing 45 minutes to drive the
the front seat of a kidnapper's car, ber, one month before Xiana was first four miles.
"I was just crying and holler8-year-old Midsi Sanchez finally reported missing.
saw her chance to make a dash
for freedom and took it — a move
that police say may have saved
her life.
The brave effort got Sanchez
out of harm's way and home• to
Vallejo on Saturday, just in time
DRIVING LONG DISTANCE
for her birthday party where the
welcome home celebration spilled
FOR SWEET SUCCULENT
into the streets.
"Happy Birthday dear Midsi,
happy birthday to you," sang the
ANYTHING THIS DELICIOUS
swelling crowd of well-wishers on
SHOULD BE ON OUR MENU
her front lawn. Midsi looked on
from an upstairs window with tears
streaming past her smile, safely
in the arms of her father Juan
Carlos Sanchez.
"She is a hero; she got away.
She outsmarted him," said Midsi's
mother Susana Velasco.
Midsi tried to pick the lock of
her leg shackles Friday with a nail
file, but the tip broke off so she
abandoned that plan. She spent
Thursday and Friday night sleeping on the front seat of her abductor's car.
Saturday morning, with her
abductor outside the car, Midsi
seized the opportunity to rummage
through a ring of keys until she
found one that set her free.
She darted from the car, flagged
a truck driver, hopped up the steps
of his cab and dove through the
window onto his lap. By Saturday evening Midsi was home and
a suspect who has served time in
The retirement, disability and
prison for a previous kidnap consurvivor's benefits Social Security
viction, Curtis Dean Anderson, 39,
provides were never intended to be
was behind bars.
anyone's sole source of income. Social
"She had the will to survive
Security does, however, provide a solid
and she had the will to escape
foundation
on which to plan and build
and she never gave up," said Santa
your financial future.
Clara Police Department spokesman
VISA
For more information on the
Anton Morec said. "She said she
Social Security program and how you
thought he was going to kill her."
can use it to build a secure future. call
News of Midsi's daring escape
us toll-free at 1-800-772-1213. Or visit
was tempered by the knowledge
web site at wwwssa.gov.
our
that another Vallejo girl, 8-yearmissstill
Fairchild,
is
Xiana
old
ing. Xiana disappeared Dec. 9
while walking to catch a bus to
school. Vallejo police have not
found a connection between the
two cases.

ing," said Reamer. "I started telling
her to drive, but there was nowhere
to go."

"After several caw, such ,i, the
O.J. Simpson trial, I lost all respect
for the system. This case helped
restore my respect for the system.
There is hope for us," another wrote.
Not every survey returned to
Lawyers Weekly reported a positive experience.
"Some complained about having to clean up the jury room,
not being reimbursed, not having
water, and lawyers having bad
ties," Yas said.
"It was not only a waste of
my time, but the compensation
was ridiculous," one juror wrote.
"Jurors should not have to clean
up their jury room. They should
not have to pay for their parking
or gas, and they should he treated with more respect," another
said.
On the Web: Lawyers Weekly:
http://www.masslaw.com

New resource center
to aid literacy programs

Now accepting school
age enrollment!
*Exciting before and after school programs!
*Choices ofseveral fun activities
(study hall provided if needed).

'Breakfast and after school snacks provided at no
additional fee.

Quick-thinking 8-year-old
escapes from kidnapper

Full Time Facility
providing care for all school
breaks and holidays
Bus service to and from
Murray School System and
North Calloway Elementary

(270) 753-9316

LOBSTER!

or (270) 753-9356
401 N 12th St. Murray
(Behind St. Leo's Catholic Church)

AND IT IS!

NO FEE! Really Free!

It's never too soon
to start building
a more secure future.

Open a UPReally Free Checking account and get a free gift*.
• Unlimited checkwriting
• No minimum balance

• No monthly service charge
• Free

Check Card (subject to approvali

• Free introductory pack of checks
• Only $100 opens your account

,t0
I

SOLUTION:

PLANTERS
BANK

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916

ACopyright 2000 Union Planters Bank. Member FDIC. *Free gift may vary for student accounts Visit us on the web at www unionplanters corn
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MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photos
GETTING THEIR KICKS...The soccer season at Calloway County High School officially began Saturda
y with the school's annual girls' and boys' alumni soccer games, held
at
the Jim Nix Soccer Complex. (Left photo) Junior Amberly Paschall battles an alumni team member
for possession of the ball in the girls' contest. (Right photo) Junior Greg
Jirak (left) works against an alumni player during the boys' game. The regular season begins Aug. 22
with the Lakers hosting Paducah Tilghman. The Lady Lakers begin
on
the road against Lyon County Aug. 26.

Leiter, Mets stay
hot with 2-0 win
By The Associated Press
Al Leiter had to be dominating for the New York Mets because
Livan Hernandez was nearly as
tough for the San Francisco Giants.
Leiter and Hernandez matched
zeros for seven innings before
Robin Ventura broke through with
a go-ahead double in the eighth
to lead the Mets to their fifth straight
win. 2-0 over the Giants on Sunday.
"You really elevate your concentration. to think about this pitch,
this moment." Leiter said.
The Mets. who have won the
first three games of the four-game
series, moved within 1 1/2 games
of first-place Atlanta. The Braves
lost 7-2 to Los Angeles.
Since July 25. the Mets are 163 and the reason is pitching —

they've allowed just 3.4 runs per
game. Leiter (13-5) might have
given the best performance of all,
allowing just two hits while striking out 12 in eight innings.
"We're going really good right
now." Mets manager Bobby Valentine understated.
In other games, it was Cincinnati 3, Chicago 0; Colorado 5,
Montreal 3; Houston 14, Philadelphia 7; Arizona 7, Pittsburgh 6;
S. Louis 6, Milwaukee 4; and
San Diego 7, Florida 3.
New York has held the Giants.
the No. 2-scoring team in the NL
behind Colorado. to three total
runs in the first three games of
the series.
"We didn't figure on scoring
three runs in three games," San
Francisco's Ellis Burks said.and

Tech player
collapses, dies

LEITER ON FIRE...AI Leiter retired 19 consecutive batters to earn his
13 win of the season as the red-hot New York Mets won their fifth
straight game, downing San Francisco 2-0 Sunday.

Park gets upstaged
by Stewart, Gordon
WATKINS GLEN. N.Y. (AP)
— Jeff Gordon and Tony Stewart
realized they might be battling
side by side at Watkins Glen International.
But they certainly had no way
of knowing their most memorable
exchange Sunday would be one
of words in the garage area. And
it will be remembered longer in
NASCAR than Steve Park's
thrilling victory over Mark Martin in the Global Crossing.
"I'll slam you into the wall the
first chance I get." Gordon shouted at Stewart after both emerged
from their cars, which had banged
into each other only two laps into
the race.
"Come over here and we'll talk
about it," Stewart shouted back as
crewmen stood between the drivers near their adjacent haulers.
Gordon refused. and the argument

became a short exchange of profanities before both disappeared
inside their haulers. Stewart didn't return, and his team issued a
statement saying he hadn't tried
to hit Gordon.
"I thought I had given him
enough room, but I guess 1 didn't," the statement said.
Earlier, Stewart lectured Gordon on his driving.
"You'd better practice what you
preach," yelled Stewart, who ran
Gordon into a guard rail. "You're
always telling me to take it easy
on the first lap. You think I did
it on purpose?"
Gordon was especially upset
because the crash cost him any
chance he might have had to
increase his Winston Cup record
of six straight road-course victories. Another would have made
him the greatest winner in the

COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee Tech redshirt freshman defensive back Preston Birdsong collapsed
Sunday and was later pronounced dead at the Cookeville
Regional Medical Center.
Birdsong collapsed during on-field testing, according
to Tennessee Tech coach Mike Hennigan.
"We were on the field, but not in a practice situation," Hennigan said.
Attempts to resuscitate Birdsong were made at the
scene by Tech head trainer David Green, emergency personnel and a local physician, according to a statement
from the school's athletic department.
Treatment was continued at the medical center until
Birdsong was pronounced dead at 5:27 p.m. CDT.
"Preston suffered a sudden death and we don't know
exactly what the cause was at this time," said Dr. Sullivan Smith. He said an autopsy would be performed.
Birdsong, a 5-foot-11, 190-pound defensive back, was
a two-way starter at Nashville's Maplewood High School
and was expected to see extensive playing time this season.

Titans, Rams to hold
Monday night rematch

HEADLINER...Jeff Gordon's
dispute with fellow driver
Tony Stewart upstaged Steve
Park's first career NASCAR
victory.
series on the serpentine courses
where NASCAR races twice each
summer.
The winner led twice for 54
laps and averaged 91.336 mph in
a race slowed for 13 laps by five
caution flags.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The St. Louis Rams and Tennessee
Titans experienced the brightest
lights possible during the Super
Bowl last January.
But playing on Monday night
is different.
When the teams hit the field
at Adelphia Coliseum on Monday
night for an exhibition rematch of
one of the most exciting Super
Bowls ever, it will be the first
such appearance in years for either
franchise and the first since both
teams switched cities.
"This is a new experience for
everybody," Titans coach Jeff Fisher said. "It's a good warmup for
the regular season. They'll get a
feel for the emotions and electricity and all those kinds of things
that take place on Monday."
The Titans were still the Hous-

ton Oilers when Fisher coached
St. Louis coach Mike Martz
his first game as an interim coach downplayed the rematch.
in November 1994 only to lose
"This is another preseason game.
to the New York Giants. The Rams It's two really good football teams.
also lost, to the San Francisco 49ers, That's the point. Last year has
in 1991 while
nothing to do with this right now,"
still in Califorhe said.
nia.
Not everyone agrees. Neil
The exhibiO'Donnell, the Titans backup quartion also will
terback, played on Monday night
provide a dry run
three times during his last season
for both teams
with Pittsburgh in 1995.
since Tennessee
"Once the lights come on and
has three Monthe cameras, there's not a better
day
night
place to be than out there on Monappearances
day night," O'Donnell said.
FISHER
scheduled this
Titans tackle John Thornton grew
year, compared
up in Philadelphia watching footto two for St. Louis.
ball on Monday nights.
"And there's no better team to
The defensive tackle will have
kick it off against than the Rams," lots of relatives in the stadium
Titans safety Marcus Robertson with other friends watching on telsaid.
evision.
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ALL-STAR ATTITUDE...The 2000 Murray Mustang I All-Star baseball team posted a 7-8
record in tournaments in Mayfield, Owensboro, Paris, Tenn. and Lone Oak following
regular-season play. Team members are (front row, from left) Hunter Seay, C.J. Dial,
Brad Martin, Blake Darnell, John Paul Carpenter, (back row) coach Tim Anderson, Grant
Williams, Keaton Tate, Gage Miller, Ross Robinson, Joseph Kelley, Chastin Sheppard
and coach Anthony Sheppard.

Indians top Mariners
to lead wildcard race
for a two-run shot. It was the Indians' first homer
By The Associated Press
The AL wild-card standings have a new look, since last Sunday and ended their season-high 53inning drought.
courtesy of the Cleveland Indians.
Tigers 5, Athletics 3
Hurt by injuries and inconsistency for most of
Juan Encarnacion, back in the lineup after a threethe season, the resilient Indians beat the Seattle
Mariners 10-4 Sunday to edge ahead of Oakland in day rest, hit a three-run homer that helped Detroit
win at Oakland.
the race for the fourth playoff spot.
The Athletics lost for the sevCleveland leads by one percententh time in eight games.
age point after the Athletics' 5-3
Encarnacion connected off rookloss to Detroit. On Monday night,
Barry Zito (1-1). Tigers reliever
ie
the Indians begin a three-game series
Jones escaped a bases-loaded
Todd
Oakland.
at
jam in the eighth inning and pitched
"We've got something going right
the ninth for his league-leading 33rd
now, don't we?" Cleveland managsave.
"The
trouManuel
said.
er Charlie
Yankees 4, Angels 1
ble is, we have 40-something games
At Anaheim, Roger Clemens
left. We've got a long ways to go."
pitched four-hit ball for 6 2-3 innings
Travis Fryman homered, doubled
to win his sixth straight decision.
and drove in four runs as CleveThe Yankees managed two runs
land won at Safeco Field. The Indioff rookie right-hander Ramon Ortiz
ans also took advantage of Seaton a bases-loaded walk and a balk.
tle's season-high four errors to win
Clemens (10-6) allowed one run,
for the ninth time in 11 games.
walked three and struck out two.
"I don't pay attention to who
FRYMAN
He has not lost since June 9 to the
else is winning or losing," said Fryman, "but there are plenty of guys who can tell Mets.
Mariano Rivera got the last five outs for his 26th
you all the stats. I'm just concerned with us playsave in 30 chances.
ing well."
Ortiz (4-3) pitched three-hit ball for seven innings,
In other AL games, New York topped Anaheim
4-1, Boston defeated Texas 4-2, Tampa Bay beat but walked six. He allowed two runs and struck out
Chicago 5-3, Toronto downed Minnesota 13-3 and five.
Red Sox 4, Rangers 2
Kansas City beat Baltimore 10-5.
Nomar Garciaparra and Jason Varitek hit twoThe AL West-leading Mariners made four errors
in a game for the first time since June 8, 1998. out, two-run singles in the third inning and Boston
They began the day with a .986 fielding percent- won at Texas.
Gabe Kapler extended his hitting streak to 26
age, second only to Cleveland (.987) in the AL.
"They played well against us," Mariners manag- games, longest in the majors this season, with a
er Lou Piniella said. "They came in here hot and single in the sixth. The Rangers finished with six
they showed us why. We played a lid! sloppy early, hits — they've been limited to seven hits or less
which is not a characteristic of our team. Our team in four straight games.
Devil Rays 5, White Sox 3
has been good and solid on defense, but before you
John Flaherty fouled off six straight full-count
turned around we had four errors on the board."
Fryman and Wil Cordero, who drove in three pitches before hitting a three-run homer in the bottom of the ninth to rally Tampa Bay over Chicago
runs, each had three hits.
Fryman connected in the seventh off Jose Mesa at Tropicana Field.

Mediate
gets win
at Buick

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.(AP) —
Arkansas coach Houston Nutt said
Sunday he would give quarterback Gary Brashears his release
following the sophomore's abrupt
departure from the team Saturday.
Nutt addressed the team in a
meeting Saturday night, explaining that Brashears had left.
"We mentioned it (Saturday)
night, that he's no longer in the
family and we wish him the best.
That's it," Nutt said.
Brashears had asked for his
release during the spring but Nutt
convinced him to wait a semester before making a decision, the
coach said. Since the spring, Brashears missed voluntary summer
workouts and flunked a conditioning test when the team arrived
for fall practice.
"He was miserable. Go. He
needed to go," Nutt said.
Brashears' departure leaves
Robby Hampton as the No.
quarterback. Freshman Zak Clark
and junior Jared McBride will
compete for backup duties.
"I don't guess you ever expect
a guy to just walk off like that."
Hampton said. "But I kind of had
an idea that he wasn't real happy.
The last couple of days have been
hard with people coming down
on him."
Nutt said he has not yet decided how to use the scholarship that
is available with Brashears' departure but said walk-on tight end
Cameron Glenn from Monroe. La..
is among leading candidates.
Brashears' father said Sunday
that he was uncertain of his son's

plans.
"Thirty-one schools offered him
a scholarship, so I think there's
at least 30 left," Gary Brashears
Sr. said from his Clarksville home.
The younger Brashears could
not be reached Sunday.
Brashears Sr. said his son was
still in Fayetteville, staying with
some friends, and he didn't know

are invited to

(

Meal: $4.00 per person

BIM Chips, Drinks & Dessert

High School & Middle School
Football Players & Cheerleaders
Will Be Introduced.

Local drivers earn top finishes in Gleason
GLEASON, Tenn. — Reese Adams and Bill Feckley of Murray collected
trophies for their performances in drag races Saturday at the Northwest Tennessee Motorsports Park.
Adams won his second pro class competition in a row, driving his Nova
down the strip at 111.09 mph in a time of 6.163 seconds. He had a dial-in
time of 6.15 seconds and a reaction time of .521 seconds to beat Don Harris of Cedar Grove, Tenn.
Feckley ran his Mustang to second behind Cricket Mills of Mayfield in the
trophy class, notching a time of 8.891 seconds at 77.85 mph with a 705
reaction time.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE

SOCCER
Eastern Division
L
T Pts
W
14
9
2 44
NY-NJ
9
11
6 33
New England
Miami
9
11
5 32
6
15
6 24
D.C.
Central Division
W
L
T Pts
2 44
14
10
Tampa Bay
8
5 41
Chicago
12
11
12
4 37
Dallas .
10
11
5 35
Columbus
Western Division
W
L
T Pts
13..
6
6 45
Kansas City
7
8 41
11
Los Angeles
11
12
3 36
Colorado
5
13
8 23
San Jose
NOTE: Three points for a win and one
point for a tie.
Saturday's Games
Tampa Bajf 2. San Jose 1
Miami 4, Colorado 1
New York-New Jersey 2, New England 1,
OT
Dallas 1, DC United 0
Kansas City 1, Los Angeles 1, tie
Wednesday's Games
New York-New Jersey at Tampa Bay, 6:30
p.m.
Miami at Columbus. 630 p.m.

Chicago at Dallas, 7:30 pm.
Kansas City at San Jose. 9 pm
Colorado at Los Angeles, 930 p m

WNBA PLAYOFFS
FIRST ROUND (Best-of-3)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Friday
Orlando 62, Cleveland 55
Saturday
New York 72. Washington 63, New York
leads series 1-0
Sunday
Cleveland 63, Orlando 54, series tied 1-1
Today
T
Wuaesshdinagyton at New York, 7 p m
Orlando at Cleveland, TBA
Washington at New York. TBA (if necessary)
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Friday
Los'Angeles 86, Phoenix 71
S
Ha
otuusrtda
HoustonY72, Sacramento 64, Houston leads
series 1-0
Sunday
Los Angeles 101. Phoenix 76, Los Angeles
Tody series 2-0
Today
Sacramento at Houston, 9 p
Tuesday
Sacramento at Houston. TBA lit necessary)

Nobody Can Protect Your

HOME
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Vail

Haverstock

Haverstock
— and —
Suiter

Insurance
211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

Insurance Agency

753-3415

Engine
HP/Type
Lubrication/Filter
Transmission
Blade Engagement
Deck Size
Grass Discharge

Laker Football

Thursday, Aug. 17th •6:00 p.m.

CODY ADAMS

Nato Auto

$1,299.95

Students, Parents and Friends of

Laker Field House

PORT ST LUCIE, Ha — Fort Pierce
Central High School graduate Cody Adams
recently signed a baseball scholarship
with LaGrange College in Georgia. an
NAIA school making the transition to NCAA
Division III as a charter member of the
Great South Athletic Conference
A 6-3, 175-pound pitcher, Adams maintained a 3 50 ERA during his senior year
and started this summer 4-0 with his
American Legion team
Adams' parents. Lanch and Beth Adams.
are formerly of Murray, while grandparents Harold and Gladie Smith and Cody
and Estelle Adams currently live in Murray and Coldwater, respectively

Tough Name. Tough EquipmentTM
Powerful and Versatile

ogeirrewrzoiv
at the

Adams to play baseball
with Georgia college

Husqvarna

how he might be contacted.
On Saturday, as other players
were performing sprints at the conclusion of practice. Brashears
walked off the practice field, in
the opposite direction from the locker room. He left without speaking to any coaches, and Nutt said
no coach had given Brashears permission for the early departure.

4
1 4
MEET THE LAKERS ‘

SPORTS BRIEFS

GRAND BLANC, Mich. (AP)
— If he never wins another tournament, Rocco Mediate still will
feel like golf has been a life-long
free ride.
But if he plays like he did
Sunday, it's a fairly safe bet Mediate will earn his share of victories.
Mediate. who never led in the
Buick Open. birdied the last hole
at Warwick Hills Golf & Country Club. And when Chris Perry
made his first bogey in 29 holes,
it cleared the way for Mediate's
fourth career win.
Mediate closed with 66 for a
20-under-par 268. The dejected
Perry shot 68 and finished at 269,
two strokes better than Hal Sutton.
"I've been on tour 16 years."
the free-spirited Mediate said.
"That's 15 more than I thought I
would be. And I've won four more
times than I ever thought I would."
Not many figured he would
win this one. Not with Tiger Woods
in the field.
Woods. playing his first tournament since winning the British
Open at St. Andrews to complete
the Grand Slam, was the main
reason record crowds — upwards
of 40,000 per day — thronged
the golf course.
• Beeguse of Woods, the atmosphere was more Woodstock than
Warwick.
"Hey, if you don't like it, don't
come," Mediate said.
But the world's best golfer didn't bring his top game. Woods
shot 68 for 275, and was more
interested in prepping for the PGA
Championship this week at Valhalla, where he will try to become
the first player since Ben Hogan
in 1953 to win three majors in
one season.
"I beat Tiger this week," Mediate said. "But I'm not going to
make a career out of beating Tiger,
that's for sure."
A birdie by Joe Ozaki on the
18th knocked Woods out of the
top 10 for only the third time in
his last 25 PGA Tour events. All
three came in his first tournament
after winning a major championship.
As it turned out, the only person Mediate had to worry about
in the Buick Open was Perry, the
third-round leader who started the
day at 15-under, one better than
Mediate.
By the turn, they were both
19-under and the rest of the field
was playing for little more than
pride and a chance to move up
on this week's money list. The
back nine turned into match play
between Mediate and Perry. a match
that turned on the par-5 16th hole.
With Perry leading by two,
Mediate knew he needed to make
something happen. He decided to
gamble, and it paid off.
For his second shot, Mediate
hit a driver off the fairway that
rolled up on the green, stopping
30 feet from the pin.

Arkansas releases Brashears
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Briggs Power Built
12
Splash
4-Speed Gear
Mechanical
36'
Side Mulch

Cutting Height Position
Fuel Capacity
Front Axle
Anti-Scalp Rollers
Tire Size Front,Rear
Headlights
Hour MeteriAmp Meter

12
1 4 Gal
Stamped Steel
No
13x5-6,16 x 6 5-8
No
Nol‘lo

Model LTH130

$1,799.95
Engine
HP/Type
Lubrication/Fitter
Transmission
Blade Engagement
Deck Size
Grass Discharge

Kohler Command
13 OHV
Full Pressure'Spin-On
Hydrostatic
Electric
42'
Sidelikich

Cutting Height Position 6
2 0 Gal
Fuel Capacity
Front Axle
Cast Iron
Anti-Scalp Rollers
5 Standard
Tire Size Front/Rear 15x6-618x8 5-8
Yes
Headlights
Hour MeterAmp Meter No"Yes

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St. • Murray • Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00
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Philip Morris U.S.A.

Farm

Tobacco Farmer
Partnering Program
Thousands of burley tobacco farmers in seven states already have
signed agreements to sell Philip Morris U.S.A. more than 55 million
pounds of burley tobacco through the Tobacco Farmer Partnering
Burley Pilot Program. Growers range in size from under 100 pounds
to more than 100,000 pounds, with 46 percent of the participants
being small farmers who grow less than 5,000 pounds of tobacco.
And now the Burley Pilot Program has been improved for current
and future participants:

• Increased burley tobacco purchase prices
• Same day, on-site payment capability
And, the Burley Pilot Program continues to offer:

• No warehousing or other fees (except those
required by the Federal Tobacco Program
or state law)

For information on how you can
participate in the Burley Pilot Program,
contact one of the agents listed below:
Bale Tobacco Marketing, Inc.

E. J. Parker, L.L.C.

Tommy Bale
2725 N. Jackson Hwy.
Glasgow, Ky. 42142
270-651-5101
800-9BURLEY

E.J. Parker
P.O. Box 7
Hartsville, Tenn. 37074
615-374-2650
800-684-0039

Burley Services Inc.

London Tobacco
Warehouse, Inc.

Lewis Flowers
497 Angliana Avenue
Lexington, Ky. 40508
859-255-4315

Will Brownlow
420 Tobacco Rd.
London, Ky. 40741
606-878-9000
800-867-6586

General Tobacco Company, Inc.

Tobacco Services, Inc.

J. D. Andrews, Jr.
2230-A Pembroke Road
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240
270-887-5574
877-887-5574

Warren Hawthorne
801 W. Main St.
Lebanon, Ky. 40033
270-692-2244

Cozart Warehouse, Inc.

King-Burley Warehouses, Inc.

Michael Cozart
1020 Quality Circle
Gray. Tenn. 37615
423-283-9426
877-7BURLEY

Scott Pope
1510 Industrial Park Drive
Maysville, Ky. 41056
606-759-5361

PHILIP

MORRIS

U.S.A.

Tobacco program offered
Burley tobacco producers have
really taken large quota cutbacks
in the last three years, and other
perils seem to be waiting around
the corner as well.
With these cutbacks of quota,
the Tobacco Loss Assistance Program will provide some compensation for the losses to burley
tobacco producers.
While speaking with the local
Farm Service Agency office staff,
a few reminders have been brought
to my attention about this program.
First of all, anyone with a 2000
burley quota or anyone sharing
the risk of a burley tobacco crop
should make a trip to the Farm
Service Agency office and sign an
application for the program.
Applications are available to be
appropriately filled out with original signatures in place. No faxedin signatures will be accepted.
Deadlines for signing these
applications will be at the close
of business hours Sept. I. Actually, sign-up for the period began
on July 31.
This is a busy time of the year
for tobacco producers, but remember this deadline because no late

applications will be accepted. Several applications are yet to be signed
in Calloway County. Please remember to get to the Farm Service
Agency office to take care of this
detail.
The average payment per pound
of burley tobacco will be approximately 22 cents per pound. This
payment will depend upon an individual's actual risk involved in the
production of the crop.
To sign up for direct deposit
for these payment funds, a producer or quota owner should have
a bank deposit slip or voided check
at the application process. This
will give proper information to
have these funds direct deposited
into individual's accounts.
Questions are being asked about
the dark fired tobacco TLAP program: When will the applications
be sent for dark tobacco?

Organization
seeks to improve
women's health
Increased time demands and
hectic lifestyles have left American women with little time to
focus on health and nutrition.
In fact, in a recent study of
U.S. moms by Wirthlin Worldwide, 80 percent of those surveyed said that there is just too
much to get done in a day.
That's why beef producers have
joined the Council for Women's
Nutrition Solutions (CWNS) with
the number one online destination
for women, www. iVillage.com, to
launch 'The Energy Institute'
(www.iVillage.com/sponsors/energyinstitute).
CWNS is an all-women advisory board of leading health and
nutrition experts, including medical doctors, psychologists, educators, researchers and dietitians.
CWNS is funded by the $1-perhead beef checkoff program, which
is used for research, education and
promotion.
The group's mission is to provide busy time-crunched women
with simple lifestyle changes they
can make to get through their busy
days, and to show them how beef
fits into a healthy diet.
"The Energy Institute" area on
www.i Village.com, also funded in
part by Calloway County beef producers, was formed in response to
women s needs and women's primary concern — lack of energy.
Through "The Energy Institute."
women can learn more about why
the nutrients found in beef - such
as iron, zinc, vitamin B12, vitamin B6 and protein — are important for them.
Updated regularly, the site also
provides tips on how to eat more
nutritiously with simple recipes,
serving ideas and food sources
that fit their busy lives.

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
located on Shelter Lane off East Sycamore Street, features
these calico kittens, 10 weeks old named Poptart and Cupcake, left, and this Collie mix adult female dog named
Lassie among the many animals available for adoption.
Shelter officials urge persons to call the animal shelter if
they have lost or found an animal. Hours of the shelter are
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. Saturday and closed on Sunday. For information call
759-4141.

Project moves forward
By fall, members of the Purchase Area Aquaculture Cooperative hope to have their new catfish
processing facility ready to begin
filleting 1 million pounds of fish
annually.
John Murdock, board chairman,
said the cooperative started with a
group of interested farmers and a
meeting put together by the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture's Cooperative Extension
Service.
As the group explored the possibility, they made visits to Mississippi and came to the conclusion it
was a viable idea, but needed a cooperative effort.
"We wanted to involve a number of farmers interested in the program, and this would make it possible for us to put more resources together," he said.

Our Compact Tractors
are Perfect in
the Clean-u
Spot

TOBACCO
FARMER
PARTNERING
PROGRAM

The information obtained by the
extension office as of this writing
indicates that dark fired tobacco
data is being held until Aug. 19.
After this date, more may be known
about these applications. However, the applications have not been
sent as of now.
Please be attentive to mailings
coming to your address. Don't
throw away any type of information until it has been opened and
identified. Producers would not
want to discard any valuable information pertaining to these programs.
Remember, the deadline for Burley Tobacco Loss Assistance Program is Sept. I.
Go by the local Farm Service
Agency office to fill out and sign
your application if you are a burley quota owner, landlord or producer.

Kubota's all-purpose Grand L Series
compact tractors (24 - 40.5 FTO HP)deliver superior
versatility in the field all year long. Equipped with Kubota's Own E-TVCS diesel
engine, the Grand Ls offer a choice of transmissions — fully-synchronized main and
synchro-shuttle transmission (FST),'Feather Step HST, or the exclusive Glide Shift
Transmission (GST).
Operator comfort features include a deluxe reclining seat with adjustable suspension,
hydrostatic power steering. an ISO-mounted flag deck and suspended pedals.
Leading the industry in power and versatility, the Grand L Series beats all competitors in demanding front loader operations and three-point implement work. Backhoes,
mid-mount mowers and a variety of implements make these versatile 'utility players'
ideal for any job, any time 'Call Up' your Kubota dealer today.

1<.)b'.
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McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut St., Murray
(270)753-3062
1-800-852-9736

The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture's Value-Added Grants
program helped provide the money
necessary to get the project off the
ground. The Jackson Purchase R, C
& D Foundation helped the cooperative put together the grant proposals and received two grants, one
for $196,000 and another for
$151,000.
One of the grants is to help develop the processing plant and the
other to aid in development of the
fingerling and hatchery facilities.
The group bought a 70-acre site
at Tri City in Graves County. Several ponds have already been dug
for the fingerling and hatchery operation and work will soon begin
on the processing plant.
And the group is already thinking of expanding.
"We think we have at least
25,000 acres in this area that could
be utilized for catfish ponds. There
are excellent water resources and
lots of interest from farmers," Murdock said.
Some are interested because of
cuts in their tobacco production.
But it fits in well with grain production. There are some poorly
drained soils in the area not very
well suited for row crop production
that could be used for catfish farming.
Also, it works well for small
farmers with limited acres, Murdock said. Some farmers interested
in the catfish operations are in
poultry production.
Murdock said the facility should
be up and running by October and
employ about 15 people. But the
real employment is out in the field,
he said.
There are 25 farmers in the cooperative and probably another 200
farmers that are interested in joining, Murdock said.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Dallas city
schools
seek fourth
leader in
four years
DALLAS (AP)- If finding a
long-term superintendent were a
test. Dallas school trustees would
have earned an F.
After firing Bill Rojas last
month, they've launched their third
search in four years for a leader
who can manage the 10th largest
school district in the nation.
It's a process all too familiar
to an urban district that has gained
a national reputation for instability. And it has many wondering
if the district's poor track record
will repel the most qualified candidates.
Rojas, a brash-talking New York
native who had been superintendent in San Francisco, sparred with
the school board for most of his
11-month tenure.
He was fired 7-1 by trustees
who invoked a "good rapport"
clause in his contract. "He was
lacking in some diplomacy," said
trustee Jose Plata. "You can't be
a South Bronx, New York, guy in
Dallas all the time."
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HOROSCOPES
dY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesda). Aug.
15, 2000:
You often juggle issues and people in
your life, and you see both sides or points
of view clearly. Understand that these
qualities are assets as long as you can
find a middle ground. Relationships
flounsh. though at times they could
"cost." Be careful with spending and
finances. If you are single. you will
expand your circle of fnends. A relationship you develop could be very hard to
get out of. Check people out carefully
before you get involved. If you are
attached, you often find yourself at odds.
flowing.
communication
Keep
better.
Understand
someone
AQUARIUS often challenges you.

OPEN FOR BUSINESS...Murray Place on Lowe's Drive conducted a ribbon-cutting during its
Aug. 7 grand opening. The apartment complex offers two- and four-bedroom units that are marketed for college students. Move-in day is Aug. 19.

'Hollow Man,' Cowboys'top films

August typically is slow month
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Curmudgeon astronauts and an invis- for Hollywood. With summer wanible maniac topped the movie mar- ing, films cluster together and post
quees, with scab football players smaller grosses as "blockbuster
and May-December lovers close fatigue sets in," said Paul Dergarabedian, president of Exhibitor
behind.
The invisible scientist thriller Relations, which tracks movie-tick"Hollow Man" and the geriatric et sales.
"This weekend was sort of a
Rojas was hired last August to NASA adventure "Space Cowboys"
replace Yvonne Gonzalez, who was tied for first place at the week- horse race. A slow horse race, but
sentenced to federal prison for end box office with $13.1 million still a 'horse race," Dergarabedian
embezzling $16,000 in district funds apiece, according to studio esti- said. "Unless you have films like
'Sixth Sense' from last August that
mates Sunday.
to buy personal furniture.
grab the national consciousness,
The
rankings
could
change
when
When trustees hired Rojas a surprise candidate - they laud- final numbers are released Mon- it's tough to have any recordbreaking grosses."
ed his experience working with day.
Overall, the top 12 films grossed
"Hollow
Man,"
starring
Kevin
minority students in San Francisco. Trustees agreed to pay him a Bacon and Elisabeth Shue, debuted $97.7 million, down 13.7 percent
base salary of $260,000, the high- at No. 1 while Clint Eastwood's from last year and continuing a
"Space Cowboys" opened in third summer slump behind 1999's record
est in the nation at the time.
But even a hefty salary may place a week earlier. But "Space summer revenues of $3 billion.
not be enough to lure top appli- Cowboys" held more strongly in
"Autumn in New York" posted
cants to replace Rojas, said Fred its second weekend, its take drop- the best per-theater average among
Bateman, executive director of the ping just 28 percent, compared wide-release films at $5,100 in
Urban Superintendents Association with a 50 percent drop for "Hol- 2,255 cinemas. That compared to
low Man."
of America.
$4,621 in 2,835 theaters for "Space
It was an unusual weekend, Cowboys" and $4,432 in 2,956
"Dallas is sort of red-flagged
in everybody's eyes as one of with no film dominating and the cinemas for "Hollow Man."
Gere and Ryder's film debuted
those unstable places," he said. top seven movies bunched within
solidly even though distributor
"People say to themselves, 'Why a few million dollars.
"Autumn in New York," the MGM chose not,to screen it for
should I - even for that-amount
of money - throw myself into Richard Gere-Winona Ryder tear- reviewers beforehand, usually a sign
jerker, debuted at No. 3 with $11.5 the movie is a bomb.
the fiery furnace?"
million. Keanu Reeves and Gene
Larry Gleason, MGM head of
Dallas is not the only school Hackman's "The Replacements," a distribution, said the studio
district with a revolving door. Since comedy about misfit players dur- scrapped
advance
screenings
May 1999, 14 of the nation's 25 ing a football strike, opened in because of the somber subject matlargest school districts have fourth place with $11.1 million.
ter, a romance between a man and
replaced their superintendents or
Two holdovers were No. 5 and a dying younger woman.
began searching for a new leader. 6,"Nutty Professor II: The Klumps"
"Our best judgment was that it
In- at least eight of those cases, with $10.3 million and "What Lies would have gotten disappointing
the deposed superintendents had dif- Beneath" with $9.8 million. The reviews basically saying that even
ficulty getting along with school supernatural tale "Bless the Child," though it's beautifully phoboard members or other elected offi- starling Kim Basinger and Jimmy tographed, it's really a downer,"
cials.
Smits, premiered at No. 7 with Gleason said. "This is a movie
Bateman noted that superin- $9.6 million.
that plays to upscale audiences
tendents of urban districts stay put
an average of 2.3 years.
"It's a harder job these days,"
No Roaming or Long Distance TRI-MODE DIGITAL
PHONE
he said. "You must be as much a
$35
$50
politician as an educator and a
400 minutes
150 minutes
manager. It's kind of a superhuman kind of person."
While trustees cited Rojas' poor
inc.
communication and abrasive style
Dixieland Shopping Center
in firing him, he called his ter(130hInd Hardee's on Chestnut St
verizgnwireless
mination "vindictive behavior by
Auffierteed Agon,
a group of micromanagers."
Rojas, who had offered his resAvailable on new one year seMce agreement. SJbject to credit check and approval Fee will be
ignation before he was fired July
c,na for earl termination of contract Other restrictions ma a.. . Offer ends 8/31/00.
5, has appealed the school board's
decision to pay him $90,000 in
severance, instead of buying out
his contract for $520,000. The
school district last week sued Rojas,
arguing that he is not entitled to
Kumho • Michelin
any additional pay.
Bridgestone • Firestone
Dallas must next hire someone
General • Goodyear
who can work harmoniously with
the board and public, said Houston school board trustee Donald
McAdams, author of the book,
"Fighting to Save Our Urban
401
Schools And Winning: Lessons
from Houston."
A search committee of three
trustees and four community and
business leaders is compiling a
"short list" of five candidates for
the full school board to consider
later this month. The group will
SOUTHERN
consider non-educators as well as
STATES
professionals in the field.
The
Local
Annual Meeting of the Members of Southern
"We are committed to coming
up with a new, absolutely bulletStates Cooperative, Inc., served by:
proof superintendent," said Ken
Calloway Service
Z,omes. a trustee who is leading
will be held: Tuesday August 15, 2000 at the Calloway
the search committee.
Dallas Mayor Ron Kirk, whose
Service, 110 East Sycamore, Murray Kentucky from 11:00
two daughters attend public schools,
a.m.
to 2:00 p.m.. BBQ lunch will be served from 11:00 a.m.
said it will take more than a new
to 1:00 p.m.. Business meeting will be held immediately
superintendent to stabilize the district. He has called for the resigafter.
nation of the board of trustees,
The agenda includes annual election and reports from manwho he said have failed to lead
agement. Election District representatives will also be chothe district.
"I have no confidence that the
sen. Elections will be held by proxy ballot. Mark your ballot
people who picked the last three
at the local dealer's place of business at any time before the
superintendents will be successmeeting convenes.
ful," Kirk said. "The definition of
insanity is doing the same thing
By Order of the Board of Directors
over and over again but expectBobby Ward, Chairman
ing to get different results."

who are the ones most affected
by adverse reviews."
DreamWorks' "What
Lies
Beneath" climbed to $112.1 million, the 10th movie released this
year to hit $100 million. The studio's "Chicken Run," with $99.9
million, is expected to pass that
mark Monday and surpass 'The
Prince of Egypt" later this week
as DreamWorks' highest-grossing
animated movie.
In limited release, cult director
John Waters scored an impressive
opening for his madcap assault on
Hollywood filmmaking, "Cecil B.
DeMented," starring Stephen Dorff
and Melanie Griffith. The movie
took in $130,000 at nine theaters
for a $14,444 average.
Estimated ticket sales for Friday through Sunday at North American theaters, according to Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc.:
I. (tie). "Hollow Man," $13.1
million.
I.(tie). "Space Cowboys," $13.1
million.
3."Autumn in New York," $11.5
million.
4. "The Replacements," $11.1
million.
5. "Nutty Professor II: The
Klumps," $10.3 million.
6. "What Lies Beneath," $9.8
million.
7. "Bless the Child," $9.6 million.
8. "Coyote Ugly," $7.8 million.
9. "X-men," $4.2 million.
10. "The Perfect Storm," $2.8
million.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive:
3-Average; 2-So-so: 1-Difficult

dealing with a friend as well. Remember,
everyone seems to be expenencing similar ups and downs. Tonight: Go easy on a
loved one
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Dig into work and avoid present
pressure. You might not always agree
with others. Emphasize what you do
well. Get work accomplished and stay on
top of a job. Ask questions if you're confused. Your abilities come through if you
are willing to sleuth through problems.
Tonight: Listen to a boss.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** You will need your sense of
humor to juggle others' demands. Be
aware of another's expectations, but also
take care of your needs. Juggling different concerns helps relationships but
doesn't help you complete work. Screen
calls if necessary. Tonight: Work late.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Rather than causing uproar. pull
back. Today's full moon forces your
hand. You might feel as if another has an
agenda. Listen to this person's point of
view, but don't commit to any projects or
ideas. Call in creativity when dealing
with a touchy associate. Tonight: Use
your charms.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You handle today's full moon
better than the majority. Your sense of
direction comes through. as you sort
through calls and messages. A partner or
associate could be extremely testy. Think
about a recent decision. Make it OK to
change your mind. Tonight: Head home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Deal with financial Instability by
using your excellent .financial sense.
How you deal with others could change
substantially as you encounter strong
reactions. Focus on work and getting the
job done, unless you want to work late.
Partners test your limits. Tonight: Out
and about. You need exercise.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Today's full moon beams you
into the limelight. You have your hands
full dealing with others. Don't get exasperated; stay even if possible. Handle
finances later in the day, when you feel
more together. Avoid all nsks. as tempting as they might be. Tonight: Treat
yourself.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take a deep breath. Chill out and
think twice before reacting. You could
easily be agitated by others and your
work. Later in the afternoon, you regain
your energy and insight. A family member casts a negative point.of view on a
project. Tonight: Do your thing.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Keep your focus. Extremes temper your decisions. Count on yourself, as
others prove to be unstable. Use the daylight hours to accomplish important projects. Review important decisions later in
the day. Still, don't make something
heavier than it is. Tonight: Take some
time for you.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Let someone know more about
what is happening. Key into work, and
stay focused. Others distract you. especially a family member. Don't lose your
cool under the present pressure. Sure,
you might feel like a rubber band
stretched to the limits. Tonight: Swap
war stories with your pals.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
**** You are on overload trying to
balance communication. Pressure builds.
Juggle your schedule and make time for
what is necessary. You might feel as if
life's burdens are on you. Know that this
is temporary. Take charge and get work
done. Tonight: Pick up another's slack.
CANCER (June 21-Jul) 22)
*** Don't count on anyone financially. or you might have the rug pulled right
out from under you. Your sense of humor
comes out with a partner. You gain perspective only after feeling let down. Take
stock and don't react. Others express
their upset as well. Tonight: Forget today
and listen to a favorite piece of music.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Others might want to come
through for you. but they hit a logjam.
Extremes balance if you go with the BORN TODAY
flow. Others act out. Stay anchored when Napoleon Bonaparte (1769)

CUSTOM BUILf
REMODELING
A Kitchens
A Bathrooms
A Siding

A Windows
A Drywall
A Painting

Call 753-3636

$50 REBATE

CELLTOUCH,

AjayJain,M.D.
Cardiologist

767-91 1 1

isjoining the medical practice of
Hohnan HeartClinic
Medical MsBuilding,Suite 181W
3(X)South Eighth Street
Murray,Ky.42071

DOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?

IMP 0.01111

MIL

Foran appointment.call
270-753-3022

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
N. 4th St.
762-0000

NOTICE OF
LOCAL ANNUAL MEETING

jay Jain, M.D.. has joined Dr. William Dolman's practice at Holman Heart
Clinic. Dr. Jain is trained in the diagnosis and treatment of coronary artery
disease, such as management and treatment of heart attacks and their
complications. diagnosis and evaluation of heart murmurs and valvular heart
disease, heart failure. arrhythmia, and all diagnostic and therapeutic modalities.
All aspects of coronary care and intensive care management are included. And
evaluation of peripheral vascular disease.
Dr. Jain earned his medical degree from Bombay University in 1988. Ile completed
his residency in surgery at Goa Medical College in 1991 and a residency in
internal medicine in 1994 at Michael Reese hospital. Dr. Jain completed a
fellowship in cardiology at the Michael Reese Ilospital in 2000.
To schedule an appointment. call 270-753-3022.

Nay Jain, M.D.
Cardiologist
Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth Street
Suite 181W
Murray, Ky. 42071
270-753-3022

InPaHeawa
rme°
'

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
I). I d

7534916

$6.75 Column Inch, BO% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
,All 3 Ads Must Run Wtthin 6 Day Period.)

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

010

Just Say "Charge It"
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad

70 wd. max.
1 Insertion

514.00

National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

AWN,

West
Kentucky
Rural
Electric
Cooperative Corporation is the recipient
of Federal financial assistance from the
Rural Electrification Administration, an
agency of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and is subject to the provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as amended, Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended,
the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as
amended, and the rules and regulations
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
which provide that no person in the
United States on the basis of race, color,
national origin, age or handicap shall be
excluded from participation in, admission
or access to, denied the benefits of, or
otherwise be subjected to discrimination
under any of this organization's programs
or activities.

040

majorette turns

41-11311
today you bet
call Lori today at
Da wahares
where she is
assistant
manager-ette!

RENT $100.00 + 1/2 utilities. Call before 1:00PM or
leave message. 759-2287.
ROOMMATE needed to
share 3 bedroom house.
Must like animals. Room
comes furnished. $250/
month + electricity. Call
759-9174. leave message
Lost and Found

Notice
FREE 10 month female
dog 30Ibs Mixed Collie
All shots & spaded Call
759-0196
FREE: Puppies.
Call 492-8814

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

$5 GOOD PAY $$
Dependable and enthusiastic person needed Parttime for local business
$7/per hr. + bonuses
270-753-6009
10 00AM-9 OOPM
CHURCH
ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY
Requires computer skills,
double entry bookkeeping,
account
receivable,
accounts payable, and
payroll experience, as well
as general office skills.
Full
time
position.
Vacation/sick day benefits.
Send resume with references to. PO Box 1040-F,
Murray, Ky. 42071
DATA Technologies is now
hiring cable Technicians
No experience necessary.
Call 762-0026 or Fax
resume to 762-0208 Drug
Screening required
IMMEDIATE openings at
Mattel Contact Excel office
at 759-8383 for more information

Nurses Aide
Full Time
2 p.m.- I0 a.m.
Prefer exp. but will
train. Pleasant
atmosphere. Good
working conditions.
Apply in person

Fern Terrace Lodge

BUSINESSES

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

MO Wanted
ATTENTION
Hunters.
Hunting seasons just
around the corner. So you
need your 4-wheeler serviced. We do oil changes, oil
filter, air filter & adlust the
valves. Call Andy or Dave.
901-364-9813

A former M.H.S.

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

060

13iire&Arica y

STATEMENT OF
NONDISCRIMINATION

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

1.1..y

Legal Notice

The person responsible for coordinating
this organization's non-discrimination
compliance efforts is Michael L.
Alderdice, Manager. Any individual, or
specific class of individuals, who feels
that this organization has subjected them
to discrimination may obtain further
information about the statutes and regulations listed above from and/or file a
written complaint with this organization;
or the Secretary, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250; or
the Administrator, Rural Electrification
Administration, Washington, D.C. 20250.
Complaints must be filed within 180 days
after the alleged
discrimination.
Confidentiality will be maintained to the
extent possible.

=lot)

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

(.me Ads $7 (10 minimum 1st day 10a per word per day tor each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

Ad Deadlines
Publish

FULL time
immediate opening.
Operate commercial mail
processing
equipment
Must have mechanical
aptitude to perform minor
repair and maintenance
Driving and lifting required,
basic computer skills helpful. Health insurance after
3 months. Apply in person
at Automated Direct Mail,
87 spruce St. *B. Muray,
Ky.
NEED Experience Clean
up man on cars. Know how
to buff. Must have references. Can make $400
week clear. 753-8904Days. 759-1703- Nights

e

060

Neap Woad

Help Wanted

DRIVER TRAINEES
JERRY'S Custom
HUTSON'S Ag
NEEDED NOW!
Cabinets
Equipment, Inc
Werner needs entry level Full-time
office position Now taking applications for
truck drivers. No experi- needed. Clencal
and com- full time employeent
ence necessary. Earn puter
skills
required. Please apply in person @
$600.-$800 per week plus Excellent benefits.
Please 409 Sunbury Circle
benefits and get home call 270-247-4456
Monday-Thursday
M-F,
weekly and during the 8:00 to 5:00. Ask for Erin.
8AM-5PM
week in many areas. No
Friday 8AM-2PM
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available. Call
Jackson Purchase
today 1-800-242-7364.
SALES & marketing position available at local
women's day spa. Must be
highly motivated w/ experience
preferred.
Mail
resume to P.O. Box 9166
Paducah, Ky. 42005-9166.

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in
Mayfield has an immediate full-time opening for a Nuclear Medicine Technologist.
Applicant must have Kentucky license,
ARRT Registered or Registry Eligible with
experience. Nuclear Certification would be a
plus. Some x-ray duties will be necessary.
This is a day position with call coverage.
Excellent salary commensurate with experience along with excellent benefit package.
Submit applications at the Department of
Employment Services in Mayfield, Murray
and Paducah.

Medical Center

STAFF PHARMACIST
Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Kentucky, has an immediate opening for a parttime staff pharmacist for the day shift with rotating weekend coverage. Must have current
Kentucky pharmacist license. Excellent salary
commensurate with experience. Hospital experience is preferred. Submit applications at the
Employment Services Office in Mayfield, Paducah,
or Murray, Kentucky.
EOE M/F/D/V

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Seasonal Maintenance (20-40 hrs./wk.)

$6.00-$7.00/hr
The Murray-Calloway County Parks is hiring 1-2 seasonal maintenance workers to
work 20-40 hours per week. Pay will
depend on experience and skills.
Employee must possess a valid KY drivers license. Applications are available at
the park office at 900 Payne Street
between 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

1505 Stadium View Dr.

EOE M/FN/D

1- Let us put you in touch with the

best services in town.

PEACHES
Tree ripened from

Bremer Orchard of Metropolis

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)
1%..,ornplete Forma

if

at the Blondie McClure Apartment
Complex Property North of Wal-Mart
Entrance On 641 North
Tentative Schedule:
Most days of week, including Sunday
Selling 10:30 a.m. - 7 p.m
August will feature wonderful peaches!
Variety
Cresthaven
Elberta Queen
Finale
Encore
Sweet Sue

Approx. Ripening_ Time
Now Ripe
Aug. 12 - Aug. 20
Aug. 13 - Aug. 23
Aug. 20 - Aug. 31
Aug. 20 - Sept 1

r,f,j-s,if

ear Head uarters

••,,
Formal Wear
and Limousine tabpf4Di g

Over 25 Years In

Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE

.} Rentals begin at $2999
Area's Largest & Only In Stock Formal Wear
Social Invitations by Carlson Craft
Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or part,
Court Square West Weddings,
304 Main Street
Paris, TN 38242
Proirui and Murray. KY 42071
4011 642-5300
Banquets
/7'.1

(
S- hrubs & Perenntals 112 Prwe Now!
-)
ft /
La''"Den4,,

Please keep this ad for future reference.

1-618-524-5783
Dale Bremer Orchard of Metropolis
Located 10 minutes from
Paducah's KY Oaks Mall
• Pizza
• Catfish
• Bean roll
• Sat. Breakfast Buffet
• Sat. Night Fish Buffet 56.95
• Sun. Lunch Buffet

NUR

SI
It)
"That little something extra"

759-3695
2596 Brinn Rd.
-Nk
Murrav, KY

Get your Bar-B-Que
here!

The Shed
Café
Located 8 miles
north of Murray. KY at
Dexter, KY.

We sell our Bar-B-Oue
by the pound
Ask about
our specials
Open Tuesday thru Sunday
from 7 am to 9 pm Closed
every Monday
Phone 437-4568

PsYcNic READINGS
AOVISE5 IN ALL
PROREA45 OF LIFE

MI5 PAST,
ESENT AND FUTURE

Wed, Aut
,4 Reputable Reader in Murray for Pi I•or-pi

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
2 rritlec from Downtown Murray. on 94 East

767-0508

Summer Hrs:9 a.m,•5p m
Closed Sun.& Mon.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay /00',
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible 0).1
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A: $100
Part B. Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MI 1.IE,Is I•

.4:753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

1-

Commercial
Waste Disposal
IkIl
71
.

Tvnes of Refuse ServicP

1'800'585'6033
Wetiding

PHOTOGRAPHY
15 Years Semler

753-1001

tifet,,,,,. Member r reelan, i- l'ii,,toizistitirr.

Admission Counselor, Murray State University, Murray,
Kentucky, School Relations Office. Position to begin August
2000. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree required. Must have
experience in student recruitment activities and possess
strong oral communication skills. Extensive knowledge of
computers, word processing, and database management
also required. Must be willing to travel six to eight weeks during the fall and four weeks during the spring both in-state
and out-of-state. Evening and weekend work required,
Duties/Responsibilities: Inform, advise, and counsel
prospective students and their families about Murray State
University's prograrts and services; make off-campus visitations to high schools and appropriate non-school programs
to provide information about the university: perform extensive work with database communication and system management. Organize and conduct receptions and special
programs for prospective students and their families.
Application Deadline: August 21, 2000. To apply: Submit a
cover letter detailing relevant experience along with a
resume, and the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three references to: Donald G. Cook, II., Chair,
Screening Committee, School Relations Office, Murray State
University, 500 Sparks Hall, Murray, KY 42071-3312. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply. Equal education
and employment opportunity. M/F/D/, AA employer.

Be Your Own Boss!
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a route carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should apply in
person to Janet Walker
after 10 a.m.
1001 Whitnell Avenue

WestView
NURSINC1

110INE

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Prefer certified but will train.
Full or Part-Time. (7-3, 3-11, 11-7 shifts)
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare; and
Tuition Reimbursement;

CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley. RN,@ 270-762-1591
EOE
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET* MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
Advertising Sales
- Position Available The Murray Ledger & Times is lookingfor the
right individual to fill an advertising representativefull-time position. It may be you!
If you enjoy working with and meeting new
people, are highly-motivated and energetic and
love a challenge, consider this job.
Candidate will be actively working with established local accounts, as well as developing new
business accounts in a rapidly growing community.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, bonuses, and
paid gas allowance are all part of an excellent
benefit package.
Interested individuals should send resume to

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Employment Employer

060

010
Legal Notice

NEEDED Someone to
kitchen from 9 30am- 2pm
Sandra D's, 94E No phone
calls please

DOCUMENT 00100- INVITATION TO BID
INVITATION
Sealed proposals for the following work will be received by the:
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
in the manner and on the date herein specified for the furnishing of all constructions, labor, materials, supplies, tools, services, etc., necessary for:
CALLOWAY COUNTY DAY TREATMENT CENTER
AND
CENTRAL STORAGE FACILITY
as set forth accordance with the Contract Documents drawings and technical specifications prepared by Sherman-Carter-Barnhart Architects PSC, 2405 Harrodsburg Road, Lexington,
Kentucky 40504,(859) 224-1351.
RID SUBMITTAL
Contractors must submit their bids prior to 1:30 p.m. local time, August 31, 2000.
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
SUPERINTENDENT - DR. LARRY SALMON
2110 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
MURRAY,KENTUCKY 42071
Each proposal shall be submitted on forms obtained from the Architect. See Section FOP of
Specifications for a copy of the Form of Proposal.
Proposals shall be enclosed in a sealed envelope with the following information on the outside, viz:
"BID DOCUMENTS"
CALLQWAY COUNTY DAY TREATMENT CENTER
AND
CENTRAL STORAGE FACILITY
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
1:30 P.M. LOCAL TIME
AUGUST 31, 2000
Two (2; copies of the completed Form of Proposal will be required from each bidder. Forms of
Proposal shall be completely filled out and submitted prior to the time of bids. Corrections to information on the Bid Form must be initiated to be valid. Forms of Proposal not completely or correctly filled out will not be considered.
No proposal shall be withdrawn for a period of sixty (60) days after the date of bid opening. Refer
to Form of Proposal for additional requirements.
The Owner anticipates issuing the Notice to Proceed by September 14, 2000.
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS REVIEWED
Contract Documents may be examined at the following places:
SHERMAN-CARTER-BARNHART ARCHITECTS,PSC
2405 HARRODSBURG ROAD
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY 40504
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
2110 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
MURRAY,KENTUCKY 42071
F.W. DODGE CORPORATION
2525 HARRODSBURG ROAD SUITE 230
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY 40503
F.W. DODGE
303 N. HURSTBOURNE LANE SUITE 265
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40222
F.W. DODGE CORPORATION
1750 SOUTH BRENTWOOD
ST LOUIS, MISSOURI 63144
F.W. DODGE CORPORATION
1161 MURFREESBORO ROAD SUITE 100
NASHVILLE,TENNESSEE 37217
F.W. DODGE CORPORATION
MILL ROAD OFFICE BUILDING
1133 WEST MILL ROAD SUITE 106 & 107
EVANSVILLE,INDIANA 47710

POSITION Open for Acct
Receivable/ Collections
Clerk Applicant must be
well organized
Accts
Receivable and computer
experience
required
Previous collection experience helpful Apply in person with resume at McGee
Pest Control 1302 N 12th
St Murray, 8 30 to 4 00
No phone calls please
RN/LPN
Green Acres is currently
accepting applications for
LPN 6am- 2pm shift and
RN or LPN 6pm- 6am
weekends option Both
positions are eligible for full
time benefits which include
health, dental, vision, life
insurance, personal days,
vacations and 401K Apply
at Green Acres Health
Care. For more information
contact April Cornelius
Adon at 247-6477

150

He Vilastsd

Computers

Addis
Fattish

ROUTE DRIVER

COMPUTER
PROBLEMS?
Don't be left out lust
because you have an
Apple computer Call the
Mac Doc' Hard drives,
connections,
Internet
software
modems,
upgrades printing problems, whatever I can help'
753-5778

Hoffman's
Inc. Sale

Legal Notice

Minimum
qualifications
stable work history, Class
CDL, clear MVR
Benefits include medical,
dental, vision, competitive
pay, vacation, 401K, stock
plan
purchase
Applications accepted at
Waste Management,
3426 St RI. 45 South,
Mayfield, Ky 42066.
TEMPORARY Full time
help needed for mechanically inclined laborers For
a job to start approx. Sept.
1st in Murray, KY. May lead
to permanent position with
company. Call 1-888-2141047 for more into
UPSCALE Hair & Tanning
Salon Now hiring for all
positions Stylists, nail tech
& masseuse Talented professionals will have guaranteed pay with bonus
incentives
Call 759-3343 or come by
616N 12th St

ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF KENTUCKY,INC.
10801 ELECTRON DRIVE SUITE 308
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40299
BUILDERS EXCHANGE
2300 MEADOW DRIVE
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40218

Pre-Bid Conferencesz On August 17, 2000 at 1:30 p.m. local time there will be a nonmandatory pre-bid conference conducted by the Architect at the Calloway County
Board Office, Murray, Kentucky. Attendance is recommended and a site visit will take
place.

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVER TRAINING

Bid security in the amount of five (5) percent of each Proposal submitted, must accompany each
Proposal in accord with the Form of Proposal.
Obtaining plans and specifications. for bona fide bidders, at Paducah Blueprint Company, 999
Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky 42001,(800)423-6479 in accordance with the following deposit and
charge schedule.(All checks shall be made payable to Sherman-Carter-Barnhart Architects, PSC.)
It is most important that requesting firm identify the position of the firm as to prime
bidder, material supplier or other. Please give name, address and telephone of person
responsible for receiving addend material and general communication concerning this
bid.
ALL PRIME CONTRACTORS,MISCELLANEOUS CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS:
A deposit check of One Hundred Twenty-Five Dollars ($125.00) is required per set and refundable
only on the first two sets requested and furnished. An additional charge of fifteen ($15.00) dollars
per set will be assessed for all sets mailed. Mailing is a separate charge and is not refundable and
will need to made on a separate check from the deposit. NO PARTIAL SETS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO SHERMAN-CARTER-BARNHART ARCHITECTS,PSC.
Plans and specifications must be returned to Paducah Blueprint Company within 20 calendar
days after the closing date for the receipt of bids. Do not, in any case, deliver your plans and specifications to any bidder, person or firm. Return all such to Paducah Blueprint Company,otherwise
no refund will be made.
RIGHT TO REJECT AND WAIVER
The Owner reserves the right to reject any and all bids and to waive all informalities and/or technicalities where the best interest of the Owner can be served.
MODIFICATION OR WITHDRAWAL OF BID
A Bid may not be modified, withdrawn, or canceled by the Bidder for a period of sixty (60) days
g
so.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
State Prevailing Wage Rates are applicable
END OF SECTION 00100

CLASSIFIEDS
MAKES CENTS!

759-5177

STORAGE
119 Main • 7534286

753-9621

'Picture Frames 50% off
'Mexican Potteri 25% off

436-5933.

'T-Shirts 25% off

9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa Mastercard

• All Decorative Pots 25% off

MDM COMPUTERS

'Alt Annuals & Tropical'.
40% off

'Weathervanes 50% off

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8-4
Sun. Closed
Hwy.94 East
759-4512

140
wild to Buy
ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456

1985 14x70 Fleetwood
2br, 1 bath 2 porches, all
appliances. outbuilding
Call 759-5911, leave message
Mobile
1985 SQUIRE
Home 14x70, good condition $6500 obo 753-4545
1993 Atlantic home 14x52
Partial furnished Comes
with air conditioner, tires,
and axles Vinyl skirting
Phone 901-247-3075 No
answer, leave message
1993 Fleetwood 14x72
2br . 2 bath $10,900 7536319
1994 Fleetwood 16x80
with landscaped acre lot
$38,000.753-0902 please
leave message
1996 SUNSHINE 14'x70'
2br, 2 bath 3/4 acre wooded lot 3 miles from Murray.
Ready to move into
$35,000 firm 759-0519
FLEETWOOD
1997
16x60, 2br, 2 bath with
10x12 storage building Set
up in Fox Meadows
$17,500 Call 759-1629
after 5p m If no answer,
leave message
2001 16x80 Giles 4br,, 2
baths, quality thru-out
including plywood floors,
only $21,900 with central
air and skirting Lakeland
Quality Homes, Benton,
Ky. Phone 270-527-5253

Sonic of Murray

WESTERN KENTUCKY CONSTRUCTION ASSOCIATION (AGC)
1623 HIGHWAY 121 BYPASS
MURRAY,KENTUCKY 42071

EBP

New Hardware, Software
Upgrades & Free
Estimates MidWest
Internet On 121S

HEAD SWIM COACH

NASHVILLE CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
1214 PINE STREET
P.O. BOX 23234
NASHVILLE,TENNESSEE 37202

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

•Selected Candles
(includes Citronella)
50% off

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.

A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

nooses ForSais

*Dept 56 Houses 25% off

QUILTS For Sale
489-6243
ANTIQUES, Collectibles.
BABYSITTING and house- Furniture and Primitives
RESTAURANT
keeping services Call 753- We Will Buy 1 Piece or
equipment for sale
9573
Unit #11 Paris Landing
Entire Estates Call
Storage on Hwy 79 North
CLEANING houses is my
753-3633
business Reliable Call CASH paid for good, used August 17,18,19 & 20 or by
Linda 759-9553
rifles, shotguns, & pistols appointment Stove grill,
CUSTOM CLEANING
Benson Sporting Goods, car broiler, freezer, dishes,
pot & pans & more For
Tailored To Customer 519 S 12th. Murray
appointment call 901-642Cleaning
Needs HOMES,
Apartments,
Commercial & Residential Commercial, Farms. Quick 7286
270-474-8340
Please Closings.
Baker/ SOFA & matching arm
Leave A Message
Investments 1 -800-531 - chair $50 obo Double
bed (mattress, box springs
HOUSE Cleaning &
2246.
& frame, $25) Square cofIroning 474-2131
150
fee table $10 Wooden
MOTHER of toddler willing
Ankles
bookcase, $10 Washer &
to babysit in home 492For Sale
dryer $100 Call
8983
759-5760
Will Clean houses and 2 ROCKFORD Fosgate
STRAW
for sale $2 bale
offices 489-2544 after 15's In box, new Orion
Call 489-2436 if no answer,
5pm or please leave a Cobalt 260w Amp
leave message
3BR , 2 bath mobile home
753-3259
message
w1 extra mobile home
2 TON Central A/C unit.
hook-up on approximately
100
Appliances
Like new. Asking $350.
Business
4 acres of land 753-5086
437-3088.
Wilson Real Estate
OPPorlunkl
BRISTOL Motor Speedway REFRIGERATOR, Almond
FOR Sale or rent to own
AT&T- MCI Payphone tickets for April 2001 489- side by side. Water, ice in
16x70
door. Excellent condition. 1992 Clayton
Routes 50 Loc's Local 2083
$15,500 270-345-2283
436-2667.
and Est Super Income
ORNAMENTAL Grasses
HM & Sons Mobile Home
WAREHOUSE Laborers Free Info 800-800-3470
7 Types, Dwarf Fountain,
Mover. 18yrs experience
Needed for dayshift For FAMOUS Greeting Card
Hardy Pampas, Zebra,
Licensed & insured in
information call 759-5547.
Dist. 50 Locations Local & Japanese Bloodgrass, etc
Kentucky, Tennessee &
Est. Great Income Free 50% off' All in pots ready to SOLID Oak 5 piece bed
Illinois 437-3939
room
suite
Excellent
con
Info. 800-277-5212.
plant Call 753-1725
"OVERSTOCKED"
chtion $2,200 obo
PURPLE Hull Peas $9.50/
759-5400
On used homes 14 and 16
Bushel. 1992 Red F150
wides All refurbished and
4x4. 1 owner. 247-0278.
can be purchased with
Musical
payments less than rent
STORAGE Buildings built
Taking applications for cooks, car hops
Lakeland Quality Homes,
PIANO
FOR
SALE
on sight. Any size, priced
Benton, Ky.
monthly
payTake
on
low
and counter help for all shifts
hundreds under any other
Phone 270-527-5253
ment.
Beautiful
console
competitor's price. Call
piano. No MONEY down.
Apply in person, no phone calls please.
437-4877 for details.
1-800-371-1220.

Childcare

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Branch Managers (FIT)
Customer Service
Reps (PIT)
Our First American Cash
Advance Branches in the
Murray area are looking
for quality individuals to
join our growing team.
Customer Service, finance, sales /and or collections experience a plus
for these entry level positions but not required. Full
time benefits include:
Salary
•Competitive
($18K-$21K)
*Bonus Incentives
*Paid vacations
*Medical & Dental
*Short & Long Term Disability
ii$20K Free Term Life
So please mail your resume or a letter of introduction in confidence to
First American
Cash Advance
ATTN: Personnel Director 2845 W. Parrish Ave.
Suite J Owensboro, Ky
42301 or fax to: 270-6916345.

Growing swim team seeks
USS Certified swim coach.
Salary commensurate with
experience. Send resume
and references to:
P.O. Box 1040-Y,
Murray, KY 42071.

Office Space

• Acry licware 75% off

.4.+Ifslitgizz,
sZAstNi
-.44. •ii/8:0-4% 0.9

WKY CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
2201 MCCRACKEN BOULEVARD
PADUCAH,KENTUCKY 42001

EASTSIDE

•Seir,:ied Napkins &
Paper Plates 70% off

PIANO for sale Console
Excellent condition Zero
down assume low
payments See locally
1-800-437-9757
WOODEN Signet clarinet
for sale $100 00 Call 7538393

217 S 12th St

ASSOCIATED BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS
1940 AIRLANE DRIVE
NASHVILLE,TENNESSEE 37210

BIBLE
MESSAGE

•Patio Furniture 60% off

Musical

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF KENTUCKY,INC.
2331 F FORTUNE DRIVE
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY 40505

•
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Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

GRANDPARENTS
DAY
September 10, 2000
Tell your grandparents, and the world, how great you
think they are, by publishing your greeting in our special "Grandparents Day Greetings" section on

Saturday, September 9, 2000.

•4 Week Programs

oDay or Evening Classes
*Job Placement Assistance

00
CALL

0ass0

NOW! 888-722-1919

West Kentucky
Technical College
Tuition Reimbursement Available • Train in Mayfield, KY
Equal Educatton and Employment Opportunttes • 1..4 F D

Lane & Amber Garland
Sarah Elizabeth Thompson
Grandparents
Grandparents
Michael Garland
Ronald & Shirley Thompson
Lana & Kevin Russell
Michael Garland
John & Carolyn Lambert
Lana & Kevin Russell
Send photo, names of grandparents, name of child
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:

I-I•E•A•L•T•H
Murray -Calloway' County Hospital a leader in
pmuiding quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following job openings

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Licensed Practical Nurses: Long Term Care
PRN positions available, Full-Time 3-11
Registered with the KY Board of Nsg
Nursing Assistants: Long Term Care
Full-Time and Part-Time positions
Prefer certified but will train
10% Increase for certification

BRING IN BY

TO BE PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER 9TH.
I.

Name of Child

Benefits include: Health/Dental/Life Ins
Holiday/Vacation/Sick Pay. Child Care
Attendance Bonus Tuition Reimbursement
Contact:
KrLsty Weaver,
RN, ADON 1,TC
270-762-1277
For more information.
Equal Opportunit),
Employer

Name of Grandparents

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 121171

SEPT. 7(3 P.M.)

Enclosed is $7.50 1st picture, $5.00 each additional picture and
stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of picture.
•

a

1
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460

MIMS FatMedi
3BR 112 bath $275
month 753-6012
MOBILE Homes For rent
Quiet country setting Call
474-8027
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

P

ile Rome Lots For Rent

12 acre $100/mo
6012

753

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
Business Rentaks
BUILDING For Lease 519
S 12th St (Hwy 641S
Call 753-1342 for info
OFFICE Space for rent Oft
7th & Main 753-7921

Apartments For Rant
1 OR 2br apts near down
tOwn Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt Near University.
Stove refrigerator $225/
mbnth 753-5992
1BR Like new, all appliances. Diuguid Dr. Also 1
br studios near campus.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
1BR Apt Clean and nice
with appl including W/D
No pets!
Call 270-753-9841 or
436-5496
1BR Furnished or unfurnished Low utilities. $100
deposit, no lease, no pets
753-3949 $225-$235 /mo.
1BR ,
all
appliances.
University $325/mo 1yr
lease+ deposit, no pets
1br,, furnished downtown
(upstairs) $255/mo 1yr
lease+ deposit, no pets.
2br., furnished downtown.
(upstairs). $285/mo. 1yr
lease+ deposit, no pets.
2br., stove, refrigerator, w/d
hook-up, C/H/A, 15 miles
north of town. $285/mo 1yr.
lease+ deposit, no pets.
753-4937 8-5 M-F.
1BR ,
furnished
apt.
$225/mo. No pets. Next to
121 fairgrounds.
753-3139.

Fell*

For Rent
501 South 6th Cottage
3br, LR, DR, 1 bath
Upstairs bonus room
$550/ month 753-8220
615-748-3608
CUTE 2br farmhouse 4
miles from town $350/mo
753-0724
FOR rent Deluxe 3br
house located west of
Benton on dead end road
Conveniently located close
to parkway for out of town
employment
Available
immediately
Phone 270-527-5253
or 270-527-9981
FOR rent
4br, 2.5 bath brick home
Just outside of town on nice
1 4 acre wooded lot
Available Aug 21 for $700
a month on a month to
month basis Call Earleen
at Kopperud Realty 7531222
IN Town 3br, $350 plus
deposit Call 753-5109
SMALL house on lake 5273113
313R, 2 bath brick house.
C/H/A, fenced backyard,
convenient location in
town. $550/ month. Would
also sell if interested.
(Available September 1st)
759-9246.
360
Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

28R 1 bath, Brick 2 ca
garage Deck, pool, 2 out
buildings
1
acre
Coldwater area $62,000
489-6182
28R., 1 bath carport
detached garage 2 acre
landscaped lot 2 miles out
on 121S Possible owner
financing $49,900 7538251
3BR, 2 bath Brick home on
nice lot 1500sq ft living
space plus 1 car garage.
$79,000. Call 753-3903
after 4p.m.
BUILDER Offers two new
brick homes for sale in city.
One 3br and one 4br. Both
deluxe homes Call 7533903 after 4 00pm for further information.
BY Owner: Lot & House.
2br, 1 bath. Aluminum siding. 4240 Radio Road
$24,000. 759-9646 or
753-5611
CREDIT Problems. Inquire
about this owner financed
3br, 2 bath doublewide. 3
years old. On 3/4+ acres.
Permanent
foundation,
large front deck, large
screened in porch. Carport.
352-330-2618.
ELEGANT 3br, brick. 2
baths, whirlpool, great
room, all white kitchen.
Dining room, bonus room,
blinds. 116 Murray Estates.
759-4644.

NEW HOME
By Owner

2BR , 1 bath, utility, large
detached garage, spacious
landscaped lot 2 miles out
on Hwy 121 S $435/ mo
753-8251
2BR , gas heat $325 +
deposit 753-9826
near
3BR
House
University. Stove, refrigerator, C/H/A, w/c1 hook up
$535/mo
1yr
lease
deposit No pets
753-4937 M-F. 8-5
5BR House 1605 Olive
492-8225 atter 5p m
9TH St
3br. 2 bath $495,m
+ security No dogs
270-474-2520
CLEAN 2br 1 year lease
appliances $375/mo
753-9636

3,400 sq. ft. of living space • C/H/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres •2-car garage •
master bedroom suite • large great room •
fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths • oak cabinets $167.500

527-5460 or 354-8966
Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money

down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

1

112111UssdCare

954 PLYMOUTH Plaza
and 1977 Ford Maverick
both drivable Need body
work Call 270-247-3583,
leave message
1988 HONDA Accord LXI
$1800 obo 270-354-9969
1989 VOLVO 740 turbo
Silver, black leather interior
Fully equipped
1
owner. Well maintained
with records 753-6040
1990 NISSAN Maxima
Great condition 489-2544,
leave message
1991 CADILLAC Sedan
Seville. 4dr, extra clean
56.xxx miles. $65000
753-0792
1991 PONTIAC Firebird.
White w/gray interior. PW,
PL, t-tops. 78,xxx miles.
753-2616. Leave message
1993 FORD Probe Looks
& runs good NC, sunroof,
p/w, p/I Cassette, $3400
obo 270-382-2989
1999 BUICK Park Avenue.
Like new, 16,xxx miles.
White with gray leather
interior. Call 753-4575 after
7p.m.
2000 DODGE Stratus All
power, save thousands
753-0603
2000 FORD Taurus SE
New body style Loaded.
V-6, 27,xxx miles Hunter
Green $14,900
270-247-5265

GREAT Start Home with
100% financing available. 1985 TOYOTA Corolla.
1709 Calvin Wilson Road 68.xxx miles. Front end
is a 3br, 1 bath home on damage. $700. obo. Call
one acre, priced in the 753-6098.
$60's. 303 Woodlawn is a
3br, 1 bath home priced in
the low $50's. Call Grey's
Properties at 759-2001 and
ask for Lynda Compare
the monthly payment with
your rent, YOU MAY BE
SURPRISED!
NEW 3br. Whirlpool bath.
All brick, large yard.
Metcalf Lane. North Villa
Subdivision. Call $118,500.
759-4783.
PRICE REDUCED!
Immediate Possession.
Outstanding 2 story home
4br, 21/2 bath. 1520
Canterbury_ 436-5922.
RENTAL House & 2 apts
in Murray Need repair.
Reduced
to $39,000
Positive cash flow, 7532479

AKC Boxer Puppies $250
270-247-6215 after 5p m.
AKC Registered Shih-Tzu
puppies. Shots & wormed.
Ready to go last of July.
$350. Call 901-352-2144.
AKC Shih-Tzu Males &
females, all colors. shots &
wormed. 901-352-0037
901-642-5151,
BOSTON Bull Terriers (1)
4yr. old male. (1) 9 month
old female. 345-8534.
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
28R Duplex at 1707-A
Ridgewood $350/ month
MINIATURE Schnauzer. TWO
Story Brick. 3br, 3
Top quality. Non shed, 8
759-4406
bath. 2 acres. West
2BR Near MSU $325, weeks old. Health guaranCountry. Call 435-4214.
water furnished Coleman teed. Paris. Call 901-642UNFINISHED
Country
5422.
RE 759-4118
Cottage.
Rustic
Oak
PEG'S Dog Grooming
2BR, Near MSU. New carFramed, post & beam. On
753-2915
pet, paint & wallpaper.
1 acre, built 1996. Best
C/H/A $325. Also 2br,
offer over 37K. Call
$275. Coleman RE.
489-6108
Livestock & Supplies
759-4118.
470
2BR., garbage. water HORSE hay- Bean/
Millet
Motorcycles & ATV's
Deposit & lease required. cut as weather
permits
$275/mo. 753-8355
$2.00 bale in field. Hazel
1987 Suzuki 4 wheeler.
4BR Townhouse Coleman Puryear area, on Eas
Kick start. $2,100 Just like
RE 759-4118
State Line Rd. 901-247
new. 436-5156
AVAILABLE immediately 5815 to make appointmen
1997
YZ125. 2 gas tanks.
182 bedroom apts Also 1 to pick up and how much.
New plastic gold DID
bedroom handicap acceschain_ Extremely nice. Call
440
sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Andy or Dave. 901-364Lots For Sate
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
9813.
Phone 759-4984
LOTS for sale. Starting a
1996
POLARIS
300
Equal Housing
$11,000. Price includes Xplorer. 4x4, front & rear
Opportunity
water, septic & driveway. racks. Good condition, low
DUPLEX. 2Br. 1909-B
Also land home packages. hours. 489-2927.
Westwood Dr Lease. No
270-437-4838.
4-WHEELER 50cc- 100cc
pets. $360. plus deposit.
MURRAY Estates
Brand new, automatic
753-8002
Lots for sale,
trans, priced as low as
FORREST
View
270-435-4487,
$1595 Call Andy or Dave
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
1-888-673-0040
901-364-9813
St . now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
81 Honda bike $900 OBO
basic rent $305/ month.
767-0922
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
'87 Suzuki 250 Quad
Call 753-1970. Equal
OUTDOORSMAN'S
Racer. $600, Call after
Housing Opportunity.
DREAM
5PM 436-5782.
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br 195 acres. fields, woods,
CLOSE Out Deals on new
hunting, privacy.
house W/D. furnished, timber,
99 Husqvarna motorcymile road frontage .3
near
MSU
753-1252
cles Priced below dealer
Osborne Rd. to Blood
before 5pm. 753-0606 after
cost We have motor cross
River Bottom.
5pm
753-8866
& Enduro models in stock
RED OAKS APTS
from 125cc- 610cc- 4
Special
stroke Call Andy or Dave
Homes For Sale
$100 Deposit
901-364-9813
1BR From $280
3BR, 1 bath. Dining room,
2BR From $325
iving room, utility. 1300sq.
Uthtly Vehli:Aes
Call Today!
ft. Under roof. Carport
753-8668.
storage building. Freezer, 1995
JEEP
Grand
WOW!
fridge. stove, microwave. Cherokee Laredo. Loaded
No waiting list!
wid. $62,000 474-8544.
$10,500. obo. 753-6885
Southside Manor Apts
182 br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
For Rent

1311 UssdCos

1985
DODGE
Aries
Wagon Runs, oest otter
759-4257

Vane
1993 DODGE Caravan
Short wheel base. Green
with rack. Good condition
753-0779.
105 1500GT Caravan
One owner, good condition. Low mileage Call
759-5238 or 753-2905

Maid
97 Tigershark Daytona
770, low hours, garage
kept serviced regularly,
fast, like new Call 4365469
630
Offered
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
-Driveways
•Parking lots
•Striping

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foun1979 CHEVY Silverado
dations, etc 436-2113
1/2 ton, tan, new rebuilt
ELECTRICAL
350 motor, many new
New construction,
parts. Directional wheels,
remodeling, or lust replaclike new tires. $2000 obo
ing a switch
492-6322.
Licensed & Insured
1979 FORD 4wd $1500
753-0834
489-2585
FENCING
1997 FORD F-150 FLRSD
Midway Fence Company
Super cab, 4wd, short bed
Chain link, custom wood
5.4L, V-8 PFI, Loaded. 3rd privacy fences, installation
door, white with gray and repairs at reasonable
leather interior. 38,xxx prices. Insured.
miles. Excellent condition. Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
$22,000.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
270-759-4730.
Trimming, removal, stump
1998 SILVERADO 3/4 ton
grinding, firewood Insured
Ext. cab. 4x4, like new 489-2839
16,xxx miles. $21.500
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
firm. 753-0792.
We also build driveway &
1983 SILVERADO. Lwb, roads
305 built auto. No rust. Mi270-437-4838
nor body damage, 79,xxx
original miles. New tires,
MOODY'S Mower Repair
chrome mag wheels.
Pick Up & Deliver
$2400. 436-6050.
753-5668
Used Ttudge

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Quality
Workmanship
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
ADAM'S Home
Improvements
Remodeling, Repairs,
Painting, Decks
No lob too small
437-3192
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds gutters, etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction •
Remodeling.. Repairs•
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified.
435-4272.
ALL
Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building,
additions,
remodeling
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile
repair,
vinyl
siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.

ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales.
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
.1 Satellite,
500 N 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Free estimates All work
guaranteed Call 753-1308
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
753-9814
CONCRETE Finishing
-Driveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates
435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work_ Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592

GUTTERS
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters Variety of colors
Free estimates
West Ky Seamless
Gutters 753-0278
HANDYMAN Jobs
Decks, replace shingles,
gutters, painting, plumbing,
electrical, vinyl, shower
doors, brick & block work
No job too small! 7537416
HANDYWORKJ odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Give us a call Yes we paint
houses Phone
436-5759 or 753-2388
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-877-902-5262
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

HOME IMPROVEMENT

FROM BASEMENT To CHNNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOUtIl NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

TREE
SERVICES

--;?, Lamb Brothers
tSal) Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & LNSLIED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Pii ill La in lo
Removal

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David's Cleaning
Services
"We

Specialize in Cleaning"

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
'A'cid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270)759-

HOME IMIPIterVIEIKEIWTS
David's Home Improvement

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

•Replace rotten or water damaged floor,
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

•Replace or repair water and drain lines

11 Cement Boards

*Install moisture barriers

O Grouts O Mortars

Plus...all other home improvements

1824 State Route 121 N.

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Murray, KY 42071
Hrs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon,-Fri. • Sat By Appt.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

U.S. Hwy.641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS

SERVICES OFFERED

JR_
Need Furniture? Bedding? 17,4717773:1-771:3
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

—Moving —

Wiggins Furniture

Cross Country Or Local

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 .Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 Or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566
CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD • CARPET

•

Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.

WE DO!Over 34 Years

71i1w1e441 sizmidad e

Experience!
Visit Our Showroom

Today

cAtpryajc
•
4,1 541 • 1in rrikis sound
LU 753-7728
ktmy to tom Trilor Rd Kn.oi.
.-14281
ra01 150C gots
13dtIV3•000MOtiVH •lANIA • 3111 cliN00• 3111 Dieivii.39

PAINTERS
Interior ez Decorative Painting

1244 State Route 121 North

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service All Brands
rtifled TVA

Heat Pump Contractor License #M02182

270-759-2288

(TOUR ASPHALT NEEDS WHO
Protect your asphalt from gas, oil,
sun, oxidation. water penetration,
and many other harmful factors
that rob your asphalt of itself!
Asphalt Does Not Improve
With Age And That Is Why

ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!
GUARANTEE ON MA ER/AL
& WORKMANSHIP
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!!'

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS

Call Us

270159-1953

Ansithalt Doctor
SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR

With 2/ Years Experience In
The Asphalt Indusin

Ronnie Geurin
Owner

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home
Improvement Guide Call Kathy or Debra
at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

Rainbow Rooms
More than paint, we apply imagination
• Hand Painted Designs • Instruction
• Stenciling • Faux Finishes • Free Estimates
Geniece McCreary
1606 Wiswell Rd., Murray, KY 42071

759-1552

2x2 - $205
1001 Whitnell
Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax 12701 753-1927

2x4 - $410

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've suspected
for a long time that I am a diabetic.
How reliable is a blood test in making
the diagnosis?
DEAR READER: Extremely reliable; in fact, it is the gold standard.
Diabetes is characterized primarily by
excess blood sugar; therefore, an elevated blood sugar is virtually diagnostic. There are three common ways of
determining this.
A fasting blood sugar, obtained
early in the morning, after a patient
has fasted since the night before, is
usually sufficient to diagnose diabetes
and to monitor the course of treatment. Most diabetics will have fasting
sugars exceeding 120 milligrams per
deciliter, often in the 200-300 range or
higher.
At the same blood drawing, many
specialists also obtain something
called a glycohemoglobin, a blood
analysis that indicates the average
blood sugar during the preceding two
or three months. A level above 6 is
considered abnormal.
In rare cases, people with mild diabetes or with gestational diabetes
(which is present only during pregnancy) may have normal fasting sugar
levels. When doctors are suspicious
that diabetes exists, they may order a
two-hour post-prandial blood sugar
for confirmation. In preparation for
the test, the patient consumes a large
meal with abundant carbohydrates
and sugar — or the patient may
choose to drink cola that has been
laced with extra sugar.
Two hours later, the blood sugar is
...,
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analyzed. If the level exceeds 175
mg/d1, diabetes is very likely to be
present. To be accurate, the testing
must be properly administered. For
example, the patient should not be
taking medications or be dieting,
because these factors often falsely
elevate sugar levels.
In the vast majority of cases, the
use of these three tests — the fasting
sugar, glycohemoglobin and the twohour post-prandial determination — is
more than enough to diagnose diabetes.
Remember that the cardinal symptoms of diabetes — excessive thirst,
increased hunger and frequent urination — are often associated with other
conditions, such as infection, so they
are not altogether reliable as an index
for diabetes. Moreover, the presence
of sugar in the urine, long the classic
method of diagnosing diabetes, is not
as accurate as the blood sugar, which
must rise to high levels before it spills
into the urine. Therefore, a mild-tomoderate diabetic may only intermittently show urinary sugar.
If you suspect that you have the disease, especially if there is a history of
diabetes in your family, you should be
examined by your family physician.
Diabetes is readily treatable with diet
and medication — even by surgery,
according to recent press reports. In
contrast, undiagnosed and untreated
diabetes is associated with serious
complications, such as retinal disease, kidney disorders, heart attack
and stroke, not to mention the acute
consequences that include ketoacidosis (excess acid in the body), coma
and death. To give you related information, I am sending you a copy of my
1
Health Report "Diabetes Mellitus."
Other readers who would like a copy
7, should send ;2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY: In a recent column, your readers were reminded
to never leave their dogs and other
pets inside cars during the warm
summer months. In that vein, I
would like to bring to your attention
a more common practice than some
would think: children left in the car
by well-meaning parents during a
hectic day of running errands or driving the kids to various activities.
Since 1998, the New Jersey
Department of Human Services has
promoted the "Not Even for a
Minute" campaign, which warns
against the dangers of leaving children in a car alone. Window decals
and posters distributed through
day-care centers, schools, police stations, retailers, the AAA and new
car dealers remind parents not to
leave their children in cars, "Not
Even for a Minute."
Children's health experts warn
that on a breezy day with the outside temperature only in the low
70s, a closed automobile can heat
up to 125 degrees within 15 minutes. Even with the windows
cracked, a small child can dehydrate within minutes. The result
can be deadly, as the family of a 13month-old baby in New Jersey
recently learned.
Whatever the season, leaving
children alone in cars is risky. In
less than a minute, a child can
climb out of a car seat and shift the
car into gear. And it takes only a
minute for someone to break into a
vehicle and abduct a child.
It's easy to underestimate the
time a child will be left alone in an
automobile. We've all had the experience of finding ourselves standing
in the unexpected line or of running
into someone we know, having a
conversation and losing track of
time.
Abby, please urge your readers
to make themselves a promise:
When you walk away from your car,
take your child, too. It takes only a
minute.
MICHELE K GUHL,
COMMISSIONER,NEW JERSEY
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN
SERVICES
DEAR MICHELE: Thank you
for an important letter. There is
nothing more precious than a
child's life. I hope all parents
heed your warning — and other
states initiate similar campaigns-

Call
753-1916
CP A 1 L_V
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Accr
006S HAVE HAD IT!
WE'VE HAD IT WITH
YOUR STATIONAR4 BIKES...
'-(OUR TREADMILLS...
YOUR CLIMBING &WIS...

4OUR tNICESSANT
YAPPING ABOUT EXERCISE
WHILE WE SIT HERE
DESPERATE TO PLAY.

WE
RESECT
YOU
AS A
SPECIES
UNTIL

LCOK, ELECTRA? DEEP DOWN, WE'RE ALL THE
A NEW
SAME MIXED BREED:
PART INDIGNANT ACTIVIST,
SQUEAK T04 .1
PART WIMP.

0

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: Last January, my
boss promised to lave me a raise for
taking on a new responsibility at
work. This responsibility involved
taking a class away from home,
which I completed.
Now that I've taken the class
and am doing the work, he tells me
there is no money in the budget for
the promised raise (even though he
Just bought a new vehicle for the
office) and says I'm doing the work
anyway — so why should I get the
raise?
Should I refuse to do any more
work associated with this added
responsibility, or just keep doing it
and hope for the best later on?
TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF
IN KANSAS
DEAR TAKEN: You'd be wise
to look for another job. Your
employer is ethically challenged, and it's unrealistic to
hope he'll change "later on." If
you opt to remain with this
company and your boss makes
any more promises, get them in
writing.
*

DEAR ABBY: How do you know
when a guy is thinking about marriage? What sign should I be looking for?
WANNA-BE WIFE,
NORTH PROVIDENCE,RI.
DEAR WANNA-BE: An engagement ring.
4**

To order "How to Write Letters for
All Occasions," send a business-sized,
self-addressed envelope, plus check or
money order for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box
447, Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.
)Postage is included.)

began his work with the local post
Ten years ago
in 1937.
office
Published is a picture of Huie
Births reported include a girl to
Duncan, Bobbie Belcher, Mike
Hicks and Rupert Nix working Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Scott Berry,
through rain showers to put the fin- Aug. 7; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joishing touches on a new concrete seph Campbell. Aug. 8; a girl to
ramp at Murray-Calloway Commu- Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Buhler, Aug. 9.
Forty years ago
nity Center at Seventh and Poplar
Events continue at the MurrayStreets, Murray. The photo was by
Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
Staff Photographer Todd Ross.
Births reported include a boy to Home Talent Show winners were
Karen and Ronald Guthrie, Aug. 8; the three piece combo, Bombers,
a girl to Kelly and Gary McEntire, composed of Ronnie McKeel,
a girl to Melody and Wayne Harris, Roger Phelps and John Darnall,
a boy to Pamela and Donald Bush first; Beth Blankenship, song and
and a boy to Christy and Mark dance number, second; Royal
Monotones Band, third; Kirksey
Mills, Aug. 9.
Junior
4-H Club, fourth. Joe Pat
Twenty years ago
Ronald Christopher of Murray is James was master of ceremonies.
Recent births reported at Murray
attending the Democratic national
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
convention in New York City. He
Mrs. Joe Pat Farley, a boy to Mr.
was interviewed by telephone yesterday by Staff Writer Debbie N. and Mrs. Richard Oldfield and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Von
Lee.
Published is a picture of Murray Schoech.
State University Football Coach
Fifty years ago
Mike Gottfried speaking to media
"The Romance of Kentucky
and other coaches at the Ohio Val- Quiz" will be produced at a meetley Conference preseason confer- ing of the Murray Rotary Club at
Murray Woman's Club House on
ence in Nashville, Tenn.
Births reported include a girl to Sept. 14. The program was conMr. and Mrs. Tommy Jones, July 8; ceived by Ashland Oil & Refining
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Gil- Company. Six contestants will be
bert, July 29.
chosen from six civic groups in
Thirty years ago
Murray for the program which will
The new Murray-Calloway later be broadcast over a 29-station
County Library building will be network. Radio Station WNBS will
dedicated today at 3 p.m. with an air the program Sept. 28 at 6 p.m.
open house to follow the ceremony.
Arthur Barber, a blind musician
The library will be open for busi- from Memphis, Tenn., is conductness Aug. 15.
ing the musical program at a reRaphael Jones, city letter carrier vival at Hazel Methodist Church.
for the past 33 years, retired July 31 The Rev. W.L. Underwood of Parbecause of a physical disability. He sons. Tenn., is the evangelist.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand
monds. Jordan then leaped to five
West dealer.
diamonds, partly in the hope of
Neither side vulnerable.
making the contract and partly to
NORTH
jam the bidding.
+9
He later doubled six hearts
•AKQ 10 9 8 3
but wound up taking second money
•—
when the Dutch declarer lost only
+A K 6 5 4
a spade trick and scored 1,210
EAST
WEST
points. In fact, South would have
+ A K8
•Q 7 5 3
V2
made an overtrick if Robinson had
W—
• AKJ 98732 led a diamond instead of a club.
.
Q 10 6 5 4
The other American pair,
9
4hJ 1083
Marshall Miles and Phil Feldesman,
SOUTH
had far better luck. The bidding at
J 10 6 4 2
their table went:
•J 7 6 5 4
East
South
West
North
•—
5•
Pass
Pass
2•
+Q 7 2
7•
Dble
The bidding:
Here West, after South had
North East South
West
5V
passed,added a second pre-emptive
5•
Pass
2•
bid to his partner's. Over seven
Dble
6 IP
Pass
diamonds, North, who had not yet
Opening lead —jack of clubs.
shown either of his suits, found
Freak hands produce freak re- himself very frustrated. He
sults, as witness this deal from doubled, for want of anything betthe World Pair Olympiad some ter to do, and everyone passed.
South had to make a blind openyears ago. All kinds of results
were achieved at the 30 tables ing lead and, after great travail,
where the hand was played, but selected the jack of spades. This
we record here only those of the allowed declarer to score four spade
two American pairs who sat East- tricks instead ofthree,and he eventually got rid of his club loser on
West.
At one table, with Robert Jor- dummy's seven of spades to make
dan and Arthur Robinson sitting the grand slam for a score of 1,630
East-West, the bidding went as points.
This was 2,840 points better
shown.The artificial two-diamond
bid by North showed game-going than their compatriots had done
strength but not necessarily dia- with exactly the same cards!
Tomorrow: The luxury finesse.

CROSSWORDS
Blanc
35 — section
36 Engineer's
deg.
37 Honest —
38 Tanned skin
39 Individual
40 Rivera ID
41 Kitchen
gadget
42 "I'm having
— — hair
day"
43 Large sea
ducks
45 Peculiarity
47 — Hawkins
Day
48 "Murder, She

ACROSS
Special skill
Icy crystals
If you —
Came to' an
end
14 Greek letter
15 Breaks off
17 Redford ID
18 Compass pt.
19 Muslal
namesakes
20 Sp. woman
21 Symbol for
tellurium
22 Destroyed
buildings
23 Beat with a
strap
24 Sticks
26 Shift —
27 Yesterday
(Sp.)
28 Seven days
29 Good-fornothing
31 Lacking foot
parts
34 Gibson and
1
6
11
12
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MY FEE-TARE_ KiLLIN6 ME
weLL,OUR II you
WORKED AU_ DA'-/
AN'Now you'RE.
ON CASH'TIL II

1-‘

DO Yck) GET FciTb woRK
youR mows STogE
HER I'D Do IT
FOR FREE,BUT SHE
INSISTED I GO ON
THE Mk/ROLL.
I TOLD

TR&s PFREITy CCCI_,LIZ
YEAH — BUT
I NAFTA SHOW

F
-I al_ CO
(MY PLAYMATES WERE
BARNYARD ANIMALS

I WAS A LONELY
CHILD, GARFIELD

ArA

(._EVER TRY TO GET A HEIFER
INTO A TREE HOUSE?

1

3

DOWN
1 — circuit
2 Network
3 Motorist's
org.
4 Sinatra ID
5 More irritable
6 Spanish
4

HO BOY..

LET'S NOT
GO THERE

14

desserts
7 Knocks
sharply
8 Harvest
goddess
9 Spielberg ID
10 Intense fear
110

11
13

17 41
,1
+-

16

18
21

0.,1,1•Twu

-arrotl itotieffiw4

29
34

PEANUTS

HU(DUO:'9E41;soFToe
AND CAR12'( A BEAGLE"IF THE
BEAGLE RUNS Alt./A4 ?!!

25
7

28
•31

30
,

44
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Aug. 14, the
227th day of 2000. There are 139
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 14, 1900, international
forces, including U.S. Marines, entered Beijing to put down the Boxer
Rebellion, which was aimed at
purging China of foreign influence.
On this date:
In 1848, the Oregon Territory
was established.
In 1935, the Social Security Act
became law.
In 1996, the Republican national
convention in San Diego nominated
Bob Dole for president and Jack
Kemp for vice president.
Ten years ago: Interrupting his
vacation in Kennebunkport, Maine,
President Bush returned to Washington, where he told reporters he
saw no hope for a diplomatic solution to the Persian Gulf crisis, at
least until economic sanctions
forced Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait.
Five years ago: Shannon Faulkner officially became the first female cadet in the history of The
Citadel, South Carolina's state
military college. (However. Faulkner quit the school less than a week
later, citing the stress of her court
fight and isolation among the male
cadets.)
One year ago: Republican presidential candidate George W. Bush
won the Iowa straw poll. Death
claimed former AFL-CIO president
Lane Kirkland at age 77, and Baseball Hall of Fame shortstop Pee
Wee Reese at age 81

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
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TODAY IN HISTORY

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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•

32

33
.

,

11 Michelangelo
masterpiece
13 Pulls along
16 Actress
Woods, et al
19 More certain
20 Assuage
22 — syndrome
23 Examines by
touching
25 "X-Men" star
26 Honking birds
28 First name of
the 28th U S
president
29 Likeness
30 Rubble
31 Woody plant
32 Law-making
body
33 Sordid
35 Oath
38 Hindu
garment
39 Newspaper
item, for short

Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.

$18.75

6 mo.

$37.50

1 yr.

$75.00

Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.

$57.00

6 mo.

$69.50

1 yr.

$98.00

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address
City
State
Day time Phone
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

41 Walker
(abbr
42 'Much —
About
Nothing"
44 Prosecutor,
for short
46 Phys

Murray Ledger & Times

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
I.

a

2$
for 7
Reg. 3.97

Remington
Clay Targets
*Orange Dome

Reg. 139.96

19" Color
Television
•Remote Control, Sleep Timer

Was 164.44

20" Box Fan

Was 12.96

1 4888
DVD (Digital
Video Display)
•Plays DVD, VCD & Audio CD's

Ergonomic
Chair

•Black
•Easy To Assemble

•Built-in Bookcases
With Adjustable Shelf

Regular
930
Less (Bottle Coupon) -25c

2 4

for
Reg. 2.17

Ramen Noodles

.12 Pack Assorted Varieties

